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Abstract

This dissertation presents a new architecture, the Flow Network, for packet switching network
protocols. The Flow Network can provide users high quality, guaranteed service in terms of
average latency and throughput. Rather than an end-point control with a stateless network
model, the Flow Network design emphasizes regulation of packet traffic by the network. Rather
than window flow control, the Flow Network controls the average transmission rate of individual
users. Rather than relying on feedback control, the Flow Network requires users to reserve
resources. -

An abstract entity, a flow, is defined to represent users' data transmission requests. A flow
is associated with a specific set of service requirements, which allows applications to express
their requirements in a quantitative manner. This specification enables the network to check
whether adequate resources are available before accepting new transmission requests. It also
serves as a contract between the network and the user: it is used as a measure that the network
service should meet, as well as a constraint that the user's transmission behavior must adhere
to.

A new channel scheduling method called the VirtualClock mechanism is developed to reg-
ulate packet flows in the Flow Network. The VirtualClock mechanism monitors the average
transmission rate of each statistical data flow and provides firewalls among flows, as in a TDM
system, but with the statistical multiplexing advantages of packet switching.

Simulation is used as a design aid and a verification tool throughout this research.-A
series of controlled simulation experiments were performed to compare the performance of the
Flow Network to an existing protocol architecture, TCP/IP. The results confirm that the Flow
Network is able to provide requested service quality, while in the TCP/IP network packets
experience long queueing delays, network resources are unfairly allocated among users, and
traffic is unstable under heavy load.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This research is motivated by performance problems in packet switching communicatior, net-

works. In a span of two decades, packet switching technology has achieved a great success.

Many packet switching networks are now running around the world, delivering billions of pack-

ets every day. We have learned not only how to build large networks, but also how to connect

disparate ones.

However, we have yet to learn basic principles of performance control of packet switching.

In particular, despite years of research effort, the problem of network congestion has not been

satisfactorily solved, and quality-of-service (QOS) transmission, i.e. effective mixing of various

service classes, has not been truly provided.

Performance in packet switching networks is an interesting and important issue. In the

future it would be highly desirable to have one network that can provide telecommunication

services for all applications, instead of deploying multiple specialized networks. An integrated

network should provide more efficient operation and maintenance, and should readily provide

services to new applications unforeseen today. Because the packet can serve as a common

building block of various types of service, packet switching is an attractive candidate for this

universal communication network.

This dissertation presents a new architectural design for packet switching, the Flow Network,

that can provide users ensured service qualities. The design focuses on three major issues: where

to put the control mechanism, what kind of control mechanism to use, and whether the control

should be based on reservation or feedback. As opposed to end-point control with a stateless

network model, this thesis argues that the network must play an active role in traffic -ontrol,



because a stateless network cannot ensre service quality. As opposed to a window control

mechanism, this thesis argues that packet flows should be controlled by average transmission

rate, because network resources are measured in rate. And as opposed to relying on feedback

control to constantly adjust users' transmission speed, this thesis also argues that the control

should be based on reservation, and use feedback control only at the reservation level. The

main research results are obtained through simulation experiments. Throughout the process

of design and experimentation, the goal is to learn how, and how well, the performance of a

packet switching network can be controlled.

In this chapter we briefly sketch the observed performance problems in today's packet switch-

ing networks, and summarize the special features of packet switching which cause the problems.

Next, a brief review of previous work is presented, followed by a thesis overview.

1.1 The Problem

1.1.1 Network Congestion

In a packet switching network, data from all sources are statistically multiplexed on shared

network resources; the moment-to-moment throughput requirement often varies dramatically.

Whenever a traffic surge exceeds the limit, it will congest the network, and bring about unde-

sirable conseque ices: creating long transfer delays, causing packet losses, or even blocking up

the network, breaking down end user connections (Figure 1-1). For example, the experience

from years of running the ARPA Internet shows that congestion has been the major source of

vulnerability in network service [50].

Network congestion appears to end users as poor performance. It often happens that when

the network traffic becomes sluggish, say due to a momentary traffic surge, transmission delays

start increasing, which in turn trigger superfluous retransmissions, making the network further

loaded.'

Although a resource shortage contributes to the problem, in many cases the scarce resources

are poorly used, because of inadequate protocol design, poor protocol implementations, or lack

of data traffic control [27, 38, 49]. Under overload conditions, a well-controlled system should

be able to regulate demand f~o the scarce resources, and isolate misbehaving users; only an

' Jacobson at UC Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory once measured that on average TCP data packets were

retransmitted 4 to 8 times (reported in TCP/IP mail).
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retransmision timer The timer went off too soon,
triggering a flood of retransmissions.

Host-A10 Mbps

OR ~56 Kbp

56 Kbps Host-C

Host-B dropped packets bottleneck link

Figure 1-1: A picture of network congestion: congestion at the switch causes packet losses,
while Host-A is busy with retransmissions.

uncontrolled one falls into a catastrophe.

1.1.2 Lack of Quality-Of-Service Support

As we will discuss again shortly, packet switching networks serve a broad range of applications,

as well as a broad range of end equipment. The need for multiple quality-of-service (QOS)

support was recognized at the very beginning: when used by different applications, the network

transmission service is supposed to emphasize different performance attributes. For instance,

one of the first packet switching networks, the ARPANET, was designed with special mecha-

nisms that implicitly optimize the performance of remote login and file transfer applications.

The network architecture design, however, has fallen behind in providing effective mecha-

nisms to support multiple QOS. The QOS selection mechanisms that currently exist in a few of

the running protocols (e.g. the IP's Type-Of-Service option [40]) give only a qualitative choice,

that is, a user may choose only between low or high delay, or low or high throughput classes.

Undefined are the actual values implied by a choice of low or high. Furthermore, applications

often desire a finer grain choice than binary on the service grade. They need a quantitative

QOS selection.

Work on providing QOS support has been confined mainly to the area of route selection (e.g.

[34]). Routing selection provides necessary, but not sufficient, QOS support. For instance, the
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ARPANET is supposed to offer a short delay path between end hosts: the average transmission

delay of the ARPANET was designed to be 0.2 second, which was confirmed by previous

measurement under a light load [17]. Nowadays, however, due to heavy traffic load, the delay

over the ARPANET is often lengthened to several seconds, which is even longer than that of

satellite channels.

The above two problems, traffic congestion and lack of QOS support, reflect the same

architectural defect of the current packet switching network: effective performance control

components are missing from the architectural design. Congestion is merely a point in the

performance spectrum indicating that the network falls to provide even the least acceptable

quality of service.

1.1.3 Diverse Network Components

As shown in Figure 1-1, mismatch in network link bandwidths contributes to traffic congestion.

This mismatch is the result of the way the current packet switching networks are built. During

the rapid growth of computer networking, large scale networks of today have grown piecewise by

connecting existing segments: local area networks are connected to each other to create larger

clusters, and attach to long haul networks for a wider communication coverage. As a result,

there is high heterogeneity in networking technology (LANs, satellite networks, and leased

telephone wires, to list a few) and in physical characteristics of the network (transmission

delays, noise, and bandwidths). Looking into a typical network, one may find switches and

channel components with capacities that differ by orders of magnitude.

The heterogeneity in networking will stay with us for a long time to come, if not forever.

The situation will not soon be changed by technological advances, not only because of the rapid

advances of technology and the long time period needed to phase out existing systems, but also

because of the autonomy of computer networks (i.e. users own and control their networks).

Even after the last 1200 baud line is removed, the remaining network channels may still range

from 1.5 Mbps to 10 Gbps or even 10 Tbps, with an even larger gap in bandwidth than what

we commonly see in today's connected networks (from 1200 baud dial up channels to 10 Mbps

LANs).

Some people consider the situation to somewhat resemble that of the early days of telephone

networks, and expect that the standardization process will soon resolve the current problems.

There exist intrinsic differences that should not be overlooked. A telephone set is of no use

12



unless connected to the network, while all of today's LAN owners had computers long before

networking them. Standardization is easier fbr telephone retworks because of the uniform

service requirements. Setting standards for networks that supi~ort diverse applications will be

a different exercise. Diversities due to applications cannot be ein'inated, and diversities in end

machines must be accommodated.

Some people may think that the network performance problem is one of technology, rather

than architecture, and that it will automatically go away with the advent of more fiber cable

installations. Technology is certainly an important factor in the solution, but will not solve the

problem by itself.

Technological advances indeed have brought us new communication media over the last few

years. Fiber optics can now provide highly reliable and high-speed communication channels.

The architectural impact of fibers is significant and yet to be fully explored. For instance,

propagation delay gradually becomes a dominant factor, and millions of bytes of data can

be stored in communication channels. Communication satellites are also expected to play an

important role in future communication networks. Most data protocols running today, however,

do not cope well with long transmission delays.

The current packet switching network already accommodates a wide spectrum of communi-

cation bandwidth. Adding fiber channels just enlarges the spectrum by another several orders

of magnitude. The wider the spectrum, the more catastrophic effects network congestion may

cause, once it occurs. For instance, due to signal propagation delay, a cross-country fiber chan-

nel of 1 Gbps can have 2.5 megabytes of data stored in the wire, much of which may be lost if

congestion occurs on the way. Congestion control in high-speed networks poses more challeng-

ing problems than in the current networks, due to even larger speed mismatches and emergence

of real-time traffic as a key application.

The heterogeneity in the packet switching network is rooted in its flexibility: packets can

travel through any channel that can pass l's and O's. The heterogeneity is here to stay. It is the

responsibility of the network architecture to accommodate the heterogeneity, smoothly gluing

all the pieces together.

1.1.4 Diversity in Service Requirements

As Christian pointed out, "The difference between computers and most other machines is

that computers are general purpose."[7] So are computer communication networks. Computer
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applications differ drastically in their required communication bandwidths, delivery delays, and

reliability. When running a remote login session, most of the time the host may transmit no

more than a few characters per second; when the same host starts a file transfer to ship a CAD

blueprint some time later, the transmission requirement may go up to megabits per second.

Applications have different delay constraints as well. Assume that a network provides

services with an average transmission delay of 0.2 second for two kinds of real-time applications,

remote login, and packet voice. While the former may consider the performance satisfactory, the

latter may see an excessive loss ratio, for real-time voice requires a guaranteed latency bound,

rather than a low average; all overdue packets have to be discarded. At the other extreme,

electronic mail applications have no concern about network delay, since, by definition, mail is

not a real-time service.

Nowadays, more and more new applications are being introduced into packet switching

networks, such as real-time packet voice, remote graphic application, and teleconferencing, just

to name a few. These new applications demand that the network meet stringent and diverse

service requirements. While conventional network applications such as file transfer require high

reliability primarily and high bandwidth secondarily, real-time packet voice communication

requires a very short network delivery delay as a primary consideration. Still other applications,

such as digitized video, may require high throughput as the most important capability. For

instance, as graphic workstations become more commonplace, scientists are developing new

techniques to visualize their science [4]; a user wants to observe a smooth graphical output

generated from a simulation running on a remote supercomputer. Depending on the application,

delay might be secondary, and reliability of less importance [33].

Besides the application diversity, the capacity difference of end machines also contributes

to diverse service requirements. Computer networks connect existing computer installations,

which often happen to be a mixture of every computer system on the market, ranging from

portable PCs up to giant supercomputers; the capacities differ by orders of magnitude. Conse-

quently, their data transmission behavior differs widely, even when carrying out similar kinds

of applications.

Until recently, the basic traffic in shared packet switching networks has been computer-

generated data transfers from three major applications: remote login, file transfer, and elec-

tronic mail. Although each of them has different service requirements, they have tolerated low

throughput and highly variant transmission delays. New applications such as real-time packet
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voice, however, will not work if o specified delay bound cannot be assured.

1.1.5 Packet Switching Technology

Packet switching has two distinguishing features: it permits any single user an unlimited share

of the network resources (limited only by the total network capacity and the utilization by

other users), and it permits an unlimited number of users to statistically share the same phys-

ical channel. A popular belief is that packet switching is feasible whenever communication

bandwidths constitute the scarce resources. But bandwidth saving is only one of its advan-

tages. This technique also provides the most flexibility among existing multiplexing techniques.

Packet switching makes it possible for any user to transmit at any time and at any speed, a

feature that best suits the communication needs of intelligent entities such as computers.

There is no magic, however: this flexibility brings its negative implications as well. It poses

tough challenges to network control and resource management; it allows users' traffic to interfere

with one another easily; it makes network load difficult both to estimate and to measure; and

it can make traffic congestion too frequent.

Data packet generation in general is bursty and unpredictable [31]. Currently, there are

still no basic models to describe packet generation processes or statistically multiplexed packet

traffic. Nor is there a commonly agreed definition for the best measure of the performance of

packet switching networks. Most commonly, average network delay, or average throughput, or

power (the ratio of throughput to delay), is used in evaluating the performance of a network, but

little work has been done that considers highly diverse data sources or uses multiple attributes

in performance measure. And, because of the heterogeneity in applications, we speculate that

a universally applicable load model may not be achievable.

The dynamic resource sharing feature, compounded with the heterogeneity in network com-

ponents, end computers, and applications, makes today's packet switching networks prone to

performance chaos.

In summary, the following characteristics distinguish the packet switching network from

other telecommunication systems:

1. A packet switching network usually connects a diverse set of end machines.

2. A packet switching network supports a diverse set of applications. Most systems have
their performance requirements specified at the system design stage, while the packet
switching network must meet diverse service requests that are specified by individual
applications.
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3. A packet switching network may contain a diverse set of components which differ in
capacity, propagation delay, and error rate characteristics.

4. Statistical resource sharing provides the needed flexibility to meet various service require-
ments brought forth by end diversities. The flexibility, however, can also be abused to
damage the network service.

1.1.6 Summary of the Problems

It was made clear at the beginning of the packet switching era that statistical multiplexing is a

feasible technology to support applications that generate data with randomness and burstiness.

It has not been understood clearly, however, whether a packet switching network must include

traffic control mechanisms, and if so, what kind of control mechanisms will best fit into statistical

multiplexing. Especially in datagram networks, network level traffic control has been almost

entirely missing.

Lack of control leaves the actual network performance to be dictated by the offered input.

As a result, the performance of packet switching networks has largely been determined by traffic

load. It is has been a common experience that network performance degrades sharply as the

traffic volume reaches a moderate level.

New applications and new technologies give a strong impetus to the search for effective

network control and resource management. The future success of packet switching technology

will depend on how well the network can deploy new technologies to meet new requirements.

Below, let us first review previous work.

1.2 Previous Work

Much effort has been spent on the performance control of packet switching networks, as evi-

denced by the enormous amount of literature. It is impossible to treat fully all the previous

work individually. Below we categorize related work, with special attention paid to the three

major issues that our architectural design focuses: where to put the control mechanism, what

kind of control mechanism to use, and whether the control should be based on reservation or

feedback.
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1.2.1 Network Architecture

There has long been a debate as to whether datagram or virtual circuit is a better choice for

packet switching network architecture. The former relies on end-point control, and the latter

emphasizes network control and reservation. The debate quieted down only recently, as most of

the high-speed network designs for the future are clearly directed toward connection-oriented

or partially connection-oriented approaches.

Datagram Approach

The datagram network offers a simple and flexible data transmission service, the so called "best

effort" delivery. It delivers data packets as independent entities. Each packet, called a datagram,

carries its own destination address, which is used by each switch node to dispatch it onto the

next one. No information about user data flows is kept inside the network. A typical example

is the IP protocol running in the ARPA Internet and elsewhere [40].

This "stateless" feature of datagram networks is considered highly desirable for several

reasons [8]. The most important one is to provide robust services in the face of network

component failures: a switch node crash does not lose any information concerning the data

transmission; packets can be freely re-routed to get around failed switches. Another reason is

to simplify switch node implementations and to facilitate interconnections among heterogeneous

networks. Still another one is to offer network users the flexibility of building their own desired

data transmission properties on top of provided network services.

Unfortunately, this "stateless" feature precludes the datagram network from having effec-

tive traffic control, and network congestion has been a serious problem. Although datagrams

are supposed to be independent entities, in reality they interfere with one another through

competing for shared resources. The simplicity of the datagram network is accompanied by

service vulnerability in the presence of malfunctioning users.

The "best effort delivery" service provided by the datagram network admits no quantitative

definition of the actual performance. In the Flow Network design that we will present in this

thesis, the network service is clearly defined to be meeting users' demand up to the limit of

resource capacity, and mechanisms are provided for each user to quantitatively specify service

quality, which will then be assured by allocating adequate resources for the user.
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Virtual Circuit Approach

The virtual circuit (VC) network 2 attempts to offer a reliable data delivery. Upon each user

request, a logical connection is established hop-by-hop through the network. The VC network

maintains the connection state at each switch node for two purposes: to check and remedy

any "'data integrity" damage, namely bit error, duplication or loss, and reordering, inside the

network; and to control data flow on individual connections. Tymnet is a typical example of a

VC network [44, 48].

Commercial networks, most of which adopted the VC approach, have enjoyed a rapid growth

over the last two decades. Contrary to the datagram network's goal of offering a flexible

data delivery service on a network substrate (which is possibly composed of a wide variety of

communication media), most VC networks existing today, especially the commercial ones, have

been built with narrower ranges of components and applications in mind. Namely, they employ

low- to medium-speed telephone lines to connect packet switches, and offer only bi-directional,

reliable data stream delivery service, mainly aiming at supporting remote login applications.

Such a homogeneous environment makes the traffic pattern rather predictable and flow control

easier.

Known VC networks have all adopted a window mechanism to control data flow on each

virtual circuit. For instance Tymnet uses a hop-by-hop window; it also makes buffer reserva-

tion accordingly at each switch node along with the virtual connection setup. Consequently,

VC networks are distinguished from their datagram, counterpart by permitting selective flow

control on individual user connections. In the Tymnet case, the buffer threshold conditions can

also be propagated from a congested switch upstream to the traffic source to hold up further

transmission momentarily (the so-called "back-pressure" effect).

A major benefit of the VC network, error detection and recovery, cannot be enjoyed by

real-time applications because the retransmission is likely to violate the latency constraint.

Likewise, back-pressure traffic control is also infeasible because of the queueing delays that may

be introduced.

The Flow Network design follows the VC network's approach of setting up a logical connec-

tion (called a flow) hop-by-hop upon each data transmission request. Instead of using a window

control mechanism, the Flow Network controls the average transmission rate of individual flows.

2 1re we consider networks that build virtual connections internally, not those that only have a virtual circuit

interface (such as Datapac [45], which has a virtual circuit interface but employs datagrams intermally).
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One of our major contributions is the design of a framework for a rate-based network control

system.

1.2.2 Congestion Avoidance and Control in Datagram Networks

Since the datagram network has no traffic control mechanism built into it, a number of con-

gestion avoidance and control niechanismis have been proposed to augment the basic network

architecture. The DECBIT algorithm [42] and the Slow-Start [25] enhancement to TCP/IP

represent the state of the art in congestion control over datagram networks. The use of a bit in

the packet header as a feedback mechanism has been incorporated into the OSI connectionless

networking protocol standard [1).

DECBIT is a binary-feedback congestion avoidance mechanism. It works in the following

way: each packet carries a --congestion bit", when the packet passes through a router, the bit

will be set according to the router's state (lightly or heavily loaded). The data receiver feeds

the status of the collected congestion bits back to the sender who then adjusts the flow control

window according to the percentage of the bits set. Notice that although the congestion bit is

set by the network, the control decision is made by individual end-to-end connections.

Slow-Start is based on a similar idea, but with different signaling and window adjustment

strategies. It uses packet losses as the signal of congestion, and closes the flow control window

to the minimum of one packet upon each loss, gradually reopening it later. We will discuss

Slow-Start in more detail in Chapter 4, where simulation results of Slow-Start will also be

presented.

This research takes a totally different approach to traffic control. Instead of a stateless

network, we design an intelligent network to be in charge of traffic; instead of a window control

mechanism, we use an average rate-based flow control; and instead of relying on feedback

signals, we require users to make resource reservations.

1.2.3 Quality-Of-Service (QOS) Support

QOS Support over LANs

There exists a rich set of literature on supporting mixed data and packet voice traffic in a

broadcast LAN environment (e.g. [13, 29, 461, to list a few). Basic approaches are assigning

voice packets a higher priority over data, enforcing a fair transmission order, and limiting the
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access of data sources when the network becomes heavily loaded by voice users.

A broadcast LAN is a single piece of shared resource, where each user can directly observe

the usage of the resource and react accordingly. In contrast, our work aims at providing QOS

support over long haul networks, where the network must allocate a distributed set of resources

to meet users' service requirements.

QOS Support over Long Haul Networks

The ARPANET was designed with implicit support for two QOS categories. Data traffic was

assumed to come mainly from remote login applications and file transfer applications. Remote

login applications are characterized by very short messages, and the ARPANET allows imme-

diate transmission of single-packet messages without waiting for a virtual connection setup. To

facilitate file transfers, the ARPANET also provides an automatic buffer reservation mechanism

(Ready for Next Message) for multi-message transmission.

An explicit QOS declaration field appeared in some later network protocols, such as IP and

SNA. A few bits (called QOS bits) in the packet header are reserved for indicating whether the

expected throughput is high or low, whether the tolerable delay is low or high, etc. The QOS

bits provide a one-way communication from the user to the network concerning the desired

transmission service quality.

There is also effort to support QOS transmissions by network routing protocols. In [34],

Gardner, Loobeek, and Cohn present a dynamic routing protocol which routes data packets

through different paths according to the QOS requirements. The network neither allocates

resources to individual users nor measures their throughput; data packets are forwarded on a

First-Come- First-Serve basis.

The Flow Network provides users an interface with a quantitative service specification. A

user is asked to specify quantitatively its desired average transmission rate and delay; a two-way

communication channel is provided between the user and the network; if the required resources

are available, the network assures the user the mutually agreed service quality.
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1.2.4 Dynamic Transmission Rate Control

Mosely's W¥ork

In (36], Mosely presented a distributed rate control algorithm. In the Mosely algorithm, each

data packet carries the rate at which the user is transmitting. Each channel computes a trans-

mission control rate based on the number of users and the current utilization (by summing up

the transmission rate of all the active users), and replaces the user rate by this control rate in

each passing packet if the former is higher. The control rate is carried to the receiver, which

periodically sends control messages to the sender with updated control rate.

Several similarities exist between Mosely algorithm and the network control algorithm de-

signed in this research. First, both use channel utilization as the control target. Second, both

put the control mechanism in the network and use rate control.

The differences are that the Flow Network supports diverse user service requirements, and

performs rate control enforcement. The Mosely algorithm does not support user specified

throughput requirements, nor does it enforce the control. The Flow Network control is based

on reservation and is shown to be stable by simulation. The Mosely algorithm is based on

feedback control and, although the algorithm is proved analytically to converge under dynamic

load, simulation tests show that the control produces long waiting queues (with lengths of

hundreds of packets). In Chapter 2 we will give a brief analysis of the cause of these long

queues when discussing the effect of feedback control delays.

Lambert's Work

Lambert proposed an end-point adaptive rate control algorithm for the NETBLT protocol

[91, and tested the algorithm through simulation[32]. In his algorithm, each data receiver

compares the sender-specified transmission rate against the measured average packet arrival

rate to determine the network state and adjust the transmission rate accordingly.

When all user connections experience the same round-trip-time (RTT), the proposed algo-

rithm provides fair service even when individual connections desire different throughput rates,

where the fairness is defined in the ma.x-min sense [18]. When connections have different RTT's,

however, the service is no longer fair. The connections with longer paths have a higher data loss

rate due to their slower response to network load increases; they also receive an smaller share

of the channel bandwidth due to their slower response to network load decreases. The Flow
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Network design lets the switches inform users of resource availability and therefore circumvents

the difficulties caused by the differences in RTTs.

1.2.5 Schedule-Based Approach in Data Flow Control

In [37], Mukherji proposed a schedule-based approach to data traffic control. In his approach,

channel bandwidths are divided into equal time slots which are then assigned to individual

users. A user can send a packet by using its own slot, or using a slot whose designated user

does not have data to send a. the moment. Each user has an auxiliary flow control window

which constrains the number of packets a user may send by using others' slots.

The Flow Network proposed in this research takes a similar approach of reserving resources

for individual users. Instead of assigning channel slots to individual users, the Flow Network

uses a VirtualClock mechanism to order packet transmission sequence. The VirtualClock

achieves the functionality of the Mukherji algorithm, but with more flexibility in handling

different channel bandwidths and different user throughput demands.

1.2.6 Leaky-Bucket Flow Control Algorithm

The Leaky-Bucket algorithm has been suggested as a flow control mechanism to be used at

the network interface for high-speed networks [47]. It is similar to the traffic control algorithm

proposed in this research. For a better comparison, we leave the discussion to Chapter 3, after

presenting our control algorithm design.

1.2.7 Fair Queueing

Fair queueing is a simple strategy that provides all users a fair usage of network resources.

Similar to the round-robin scheduling algorithm often used in operating systems, the basic idea

of fair queueing is to transmit data from each user in turn. Hahne [18] and Demers et al. [2]

have done extensive analysis work on fair queueing's performance.

As part of the Flow Network control, the VirtualClock mechanism performs a fair queueing

function, where the fairness is defined to be assuring each user the requested average throughput

rate. VirtualClock is a more general mechanism than serving users in a round-robin order: it

can allocate any specified amount of resources to each user. Various queueing policies can all

be implemented by a computation on the VirtualClock value.
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1.2.8 Summary of Related Work

The three major design issues suggest an eight-fold design space, as shown in Figure 1-2, 3 where

we put our work in context with others,

Control Location

Controln

machanism Network End

Rate Flow Network
(reserve bandwidth)

Tymnet

(reserve buffer space) ><
Window

TCP Slow StartX.25 (supposedly) DECBIT

Feedback

Rate Mosely algorithm Lambert algorithm

Figure 1-2: Examples of network control systems with different design decisions.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This dissertation proposes a framework of rate-based traffic control protocols, called the Flow

Network, which can provide data transmissions with user-specified service quality in terms of

the average throughput rate and average transmission delay. The main accomplishments are

summarized below.

1. Central to the architecture is the concept of a flow. A flow is a stream of packets that
travel through the same route from the source to the destination, and that require the
same grade of transmission service. It is associated with a specific set of parameters that
describes the expected transmission service.

2. An average rate control mechanism is developed.

* Two parameters, average rate (AR) and average interval (AI), are chosen to describe
a statistical data flow.

'Although X.25 is only a network interface protocol, its window flow control mechanism is intended to be
dynamically adjustable by feedback signals of network load.
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* A variance accumulation problem in flow measurement is identified, and a user be-
havior envelope is proposed as the solution.

* A simple flow monitoring and rate enforcement mechanism, VirtualClock, is devel-
oped.

3. The design is verified and evaluated through simulation. The results confirm that a Flow
Network can provide ensured average throughput rate and average transmission delay.

4. TCP/IP with Slow-Start, chosen as a representative of end control systems with a window
flow mechanism, is also simulated intensively. The results show unstable network load
and high queueing delays.

During the design and experiment process, we also confronted a general problem in dis-

tributed systems, control synchronization. We propose the use of randomization to suppress

synchronization in distributed control.

Chapter 2 discusses our design decisions in building the Flow Network. Chapter 3 describes

a realization of the new architecture, to demonstrate how the principles discussed in Chapter 2

may be applied to a practical system. It discusses problems encountered in implementing rate

flow control, such as which parameters to choose as the input to the network control, and how to

measure random data sources. Chapter 4 presents the experimental design and the simulation

testing results. Chapter 5 concludes the work and looks into future research directions.

Most network examples and operational experience mentioned in this research are drawn

from observations on the ARPA Internet, an inter-connected networking environment based in

the continental US with connections to many other countries (where the ARPANET has been

one of the backbone networks). Being one of the first large-scale packet switching networks,

the ARPANET is described by many publications at each stage through its development. The

author also has direct experience with the ARPA Internet, and a close contact with its user

community. In contrast, one can seldom find published operational experience for commercial

networks.

Most applications examples used in this thesis are drawn from computer communications.

It should be emphasized that this research is to identify general rules of performance control,

rather than proposing an architecture for specific applications (e.g. packet voice). When a

packet switching network can bring the performance - mainly delay and throughput - under

control, the network will be able to support various applications, including real-time voice.
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1.3.1 Limitations of This Research

A simple topology model is assumed in this research. We consider a single network that consists

of switch nodes and point-to-point duplex links. The network may have an arbitrary mesh

topology. The links may be made of different media, such as short-wave radio, satellite ch'annels,

telephone wires, or fiber cables. The links are modeled as abstract error free communication

channels with different transmission bandwidths and propagation delays.

We also assume a conventional switch model of one processing unit attached to a number

of channels, and we do not consider the internal switching architecture. Switches may have

different processing capacities and memory sizes, but shall all have equivalent functionalities:

each can perform both as a network interface unit and as a transit node. Switches may fail; a

failed switch brings down all the links attached to it.

Although there exist intrinsic relations between network routing and traffic control, these

relations are not addressed by this effort. We approach the traffic control problem under the

assumption that a network routing service exists which can provide routing information upon

a data transmission request.

Currently there exists another obstacle to the use of packet switching for future high-speed

networks: the processing overhead associated with packet switching. Rapid progress is being

made in building very high-speed packet switches [22, 21]. Our research assumes that adequate

processing power is available, and is concerned with how to build a packet switching network

to provide ensured performance.
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Chapter 2

Design Principles of the Flow

Network Architecture

In this chapter, we will first specify the goals of the Flow Network architecture, and secondly,

identify basic building components in it. We will then discuss the major design decisions.

The chapter is outlined in Figure 2-1. A realization of the Flow Network will be presented in

Chapter 3.

2.1 Design Goals

i (Flow
2.2 Basic Components in the Architecture Network Resources

(Control Algorithms

Where to locate the control mechanism
2.3 Three Major Design Decisions Rate or window

iReservation or feedback

2.4 System Robustness Considerations

2.5 Traffic Assumptions

2.6 Summary

Figure 2-1: Chapter 2 outline.

Thie theme that threads through our design effort is traffic control and resource management.

We identify system design issues, without worrying about implementation' details, such as which
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functions will be implemented in hardware or which in software. The network layer is responsible

for the transition from the technology dependent realm to a technology independent service

for applications, but optimal implementation choices always depend on the current state of

technology.

2.1 Goals of the New Architecture

We focus on the network layer in the seven-layer OSI reference model. The layers above, the

end-to-end transport layer up through the application layer, represent network users. The word

user in this document generally means an entity, such as a host, a process, or a human user,

that requests data transmission services. Since a wide variety of users may run on a single host,

each host is allowed to have a number of simultaneous data flows, each with different service

requirements.

The Flow Network will offer data transmission services with the performance, in terms of

average throughput rate and transmission delay, as specified by users. This implies congestion

prevention. The services should be fair in terms of meeting users' throughput requests inde-

pendently from the lengths of communication paths. It should also be robust, i.e., the service

must withstand partial network failures.

As has been frequently observed in operational networks, users may sometimes misbehave,

e.g. a user may not follow the network control protocol but rather transmit data at a high speed.

Such misbehavior can be caused by software or hardware failures, by protocol implementation

errors, or even by protocol design errors [38, 35]. It is the responsibility of the network control

to prevent misbehaving users from interrupting normal services to others.

Above the network layer, applications generate traffic with different patterns and different

service requirements. The architecture will build a service specification interface between the

network and the applications. This interface will function as a set of service tuning knobs,

allowing individual applications to tune the underlying network services to the desired grade.

Applications

service specification I-wk- Providing tuning knobs for
performance selection

Network Architecture

Figure 2-2: The position of the network layer.
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2.2 Functional Components in the New Architecture

Stated in a simple way, a resource-sharing system generally consists of three basic types of

components: the demand, the resources, and the control mechanisms that regulate the usage

of resources to meet the demand. Correspondingly, the Flow Network will need representations

for data transmission demands, for distributed resources, and for control mechanisms. The rest

of this section discusses the first two components in more detail; the control mechanism design

is the subject of the next section.

2.2.1 Data Transfer Demand: Flow

We first need a basic data transmission entity that can be used by applications to express a data

transmission request, and by the network to allocate resources and to apply control actions. In

datagram networks, this entity is the packet; in virtual circuit networks, the virtual connection;

in the Flow Network, we define a new entity, flow.

A flow is a stream of packets that traverse the same route from the source to the destination,

and that require the same grade of transmission service. The diversity in service requirements

suggests that, together with data transmission tasks, quantitative service specifications be sub-

mitted to the network. Only with this knowledge can the control mechanism manage resources

accordingly. Facing random packet traffic and unforeseen future applications, we see nothing

better than a description from users as a proper estimate on their own transmission behavior.

A flow should meet the following requirements:

1. It is globally and uniquely identifiable, independent from network components.

2. It is associated with a specific set of service requirements (although the parameters may
be changed during the session).

3. It is controllable, i.e. it is able to maintain the average volume of the data transmission
at a specified level.

A flow differs from packets in datagram networks in that the flow is treated as one stream of

packets, rather than as an aggregate of independent entities, so that the network can allocate

resources to a flow, and can monitor the flow's behavior. A flow differs from a virtual connection

in V'C networks in that it is not concerned with data integrity. Instead, a flow is characterized

by its service requirements; it is associated with the allocation and deallocation of network

resour'ces that are required to deliver the data of that flow within the specified performance

bounds.
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In a Flow Network, data transmissions should follow three logical phases: flow set-up, data

transmission, and flow tear-down. Resources are allocated along the chosen route during the

flow set-up, and deallocated by the flow tear-downi. The first two logical steps may be performed

simultaneously, i.e. a transmitter may start data transmission immediately following the request

without waiting for the resource reservation confirmation, with the understanding that it must

prepare itself for possible flow adjustment upon request, in case the network does not have

adequate resc"-ces at that moment to meet the desired throughput rate.

It is up to application designers to decide when to set up a flow. A flow serves as a

basic control unit to which the network both allocates resources ad provides a specific grade of

performance. It is not necessary to match flows with individual users or end-to-end connections.

Flows can be set up when data transmission regularities can be recognized. Examples are bulk

data transmissions, remote graphic applications, or a group of sessions that have the same

service requirements, and that communicate with the same remote machine.

There also exist transaction-oriented applications that exchange only one or a few packets

at a time, such as requests to network name servers and time servers. These short transfer

requests do not match the flow model well - it is infeasible to require a flow setup or resource

allocation for just a few packets. The impact and handling of short transfers will be discussed

in a later section.

2.2.2 Network Resources

Network resources, i.e. the processing power, communication channels, and buffering space,

are geographically distributed. They are controlled by individual switch nodes. A duplex

communication link between two neighboring switch nodes is modeled as a pair of simplex

channels, each belonging to the transmitting end it attaches to. With each channel is associated

the information of its transmission bandwidth, delay, and error rate. A switch node should have

knowledge of the capacity of its data processing, its channels, and its buffering space; all the

switches together compose a loosely coupled distributed system.

Switch processors and communication channels are the driving forces in accomplishing data

transmissions. We call switch processors and communication channels data forwarding re-

sources, The asynchronous resource sharing feature of packet switching requires data buffering

inside the network to handle momentary resource contention, but buffer space itself does not

directly contribute to data forwarding tasks.
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Data forwarding resources are measured in rate. The switch node CPU processes a certain

number of packets per unit time, and the communication channels drain out a certain number

of bits per unit time. The dynamic resource sharing feature distinguishes packet switching from

the traditional circuit switching technology, but does not change the nature of packet switching

networks as being a transmission system. In a transmission system, since the capacity is

measured in rate, the resources should be allocated in rate, and the sharing among users should

also be controlled in rate.

To ensure performance. each switch node must know the service requirements of individual

flows in order to allocate resources accordingly. It must also monitor their resource usage. This

requires that, besides the information of its forwarding resources, the switch also keep track of

the service requirements and the observed behavior of individual flows (the flow state), as well

as the utilization information of each piece of its resources (the switch state).

The reader may recall that one of our design goals is to provide robust services which can

withstand partial network failures. It seems that, superficially, building flow state into the

network may degrade its robustness. Moreover, coordination among a number of switches is

also needed in order to meet flows service quality. We will discuss the system robustness issues

in Section 2.4.

The following questions must be answered in switch node resources control:

1. how a switch measures its utilizations; and

2. how switches are coordinated in order to provide both good performance and robust
service.

2.3 Three Major Design Decisions

This section discusses the three high-level design decisions we raised earlier (see Figure 1-2):

where to put the control mechanism (inside the network or at the user end), what mechanism

to use (rate or window), and what kind of control to use (reservation or feedback). We then

discuss the robustness of the system. Finally, we talk about traffic assumptions.

2.3.1 Network Control versus End-Point Control

Tlere have been two approaches to packet traffic control. One is to build a stateless network

and rely on end users to adjust their transmission according to observed network state. The

other approach is to build an intelligent network to control the traffic.
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The stateless approach is rooted in the datagram concept. A stateless network is simple

(which is an important factor in achieving high-speed) and robust (quick service recovery after

a switch crash'). A simple architecture is always desirable, provided that it offers the needed

functionality. Due to a number of limitations, however, we should not expect that a stateless

network can assure high quality transmission services.

First, end-point control often needs constant feedback (e.g. acknowledgments) to determine

the network state; these feedback messages increase traffic volume. In addition, end-point

control, by nature, is a feedback control system, which has inherent control delay. As the

network speed increases, the negative effect of a feedback control delay will also increase and

the control effectiveness decrease.

Secondly, it is difficult for individual users to acquire adequate information from the feedback

messages to adjust the traffic to a globally optimal value, as we see in Lambert's work.f32]

Each connection can be modeled as an independent feedback control system, sharing common

control signals (i.e. the network state) with all the others. Because these parallel systems have

different round-trip-times (RTT's), they respond to the same input signal (i.e. the network state

changes) at different speed. Fast loops respond quickly and change the system state before the

information reaches longer path connections, making the latter receive out of date information.

Thirdly, a secured service quality demands secured resources, which cannot be achieved by

a stateless network. There always exists a possibility of misbehaving users who do not obey

the control protocol, especially in a highly heterogeneous environment. A stateless network is

not able to discriminate against misbehaving users.

Recently, Random-Drop has been proposed as a fairness enhancement algorithm in a state-

less network (39]. In essence, when a switch reaches or is about to reach a congested state,

instead of discarding the next incoming packet, it drops one or more randomly picked packets

from waiting queues. By probability, users who send faster than others should have more pack-

ets waiting in the queue, hence proportionally more of their packets get dropped as punishment.

Simulation results, which will be presented in Chapter 5, show that Random-Drop is unable to

prevent misbehaving users from taking unfair shares of network resources.

The flexibility of packet switching makes performance control more mandatory than ever.

To ensure that a system will never be unusable merely due to poor performance, performance

'This is not necessarily true if recovery of data losses is also taken into account. A switch crash is usually
accompanied by data losses.
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control must be built into the network.

2.3.2 Rate versus Window Flow Control

The concept of controlling packet traffic by rate has been previously considered. In discussing

network flow control, Cerf pointed out that, "It is generally the case that flow control is enforced

through the allocation of permits to send packets and the reservation of buffers to receive them.

... In fact, flow control should really be dealt with by metering the rate of flow of packets into

the network bound for given destinations. But for asynchronous systems, the measurement

and control of rate of flow is very difficult to implement." [5] To control transmission rates of

statistically varying traffic, statistics tells us to look for average properties of random events.

Therefore one way to overcome the difficulty Cerf raised is to allocate resources to individual

flows on an average rate basis. Controlling data traffic on time-average also implies an adequate

buffer space at switch nodes to accommodate random traffic surges.

Transmission rate can provide a proper match between user demands and the resources

available. A switch can determine, in terms of transmission rate, how much of a resource it can

provide for a new user, or whether it can meet a requested throughput. It would be difficult to

answer these questions if the switch were provided with the window sizes of flows, since in order

to estimate the throughput of the new request, the switch must also know the round-trip-time

of individual flows in order to convert the window size to the corresponding average throughput

rate, and the information about the RTTs is often not immediately available.

Some common concerns about the feasibility of using rate flow control are that, while window

flow control automatically slows data transmission if congestion occurs, rate control does not;

that rate control inherently results in an unstable system, because it does not bound the amount

of outstanding data; and that window control in fact paces data out by the acknowledgment

returns, which are automatically adjusted to the allowed transmission rate at the bottleneck

point. Below we present a brief analysis about the relative merits of window and rate flow

control.

Rate or Window?

In [15] Gerla describes a so-called "self-adjustment" feature of window flow control: "If the

netwerk becomes congested, messages and acks incur high end-to-end delays. These delays,

,combined with the restriction on the total number of outstanding messages, effectively con-
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tribute to reduce the input rate of new packets into the network." One should realize, however,

that :ie RTT is a random variable, causing the transmission rate to vary randomly as well;

and that the throughput change always lags behind at least by one RTT time period. If at one

time the RTT is lengthened by a load transient, the transmission during the next RTT period

will be slowed down even if the transient is long gone.

If the heavy load persists, it implies that an excessive number of packets are already inside

the network. Even though window flow control preserves the amount of transit data from each

user, the congestion is not alleviated by any measure if the window size is not reduced. Rather,

the aggressive transmission behavior, i.e. sending the next packet upon the return of each ack,

keeps the network in full utilization. A fully utilized system demands a large buffer space,

especially at bottleneck points.

In contrast, a network using rate control can maintain a desired utilization level by restrain-

ing flows' average transmission rate. Although rate control by itself does not limit the amount

of outstanding data, combined with a proper allocation of network forwarding resources, rate

control can assure that traffic input volume will not exceed the network forwarding capacity,

thus avoiding data accumulation inside of the network.

One may think that the window mechanism indirectly performs rate control, in the sense that

returning acks are paced out by whatever the bottleneck point along the path. This automatic

pacing rate, as we have mentioned, causes the bottleneck points to run at full utilization - a

very undesirable state that may result in long queueing delays.

Window flow control also introduces the overhead of acknowledgment packets, which in-

crease the total number of packets traversing the network. In theory, a piggybacking mecha-

nism can be used to reduce this overhead. In practice, however, most applications require only

one-way transmission or two-way transmission with non-symmetric load.

Window flow control has been used effectively for many years in packet switching networks,

where the throug at is low and window size small. As rapid increases in communication band-

widths admit new applications with high throughput demand, the limitations of the window

mechanism start showing up.

We conclude that rate-based flow control should be our choice for the Flow Network design.

A rate-based control, however, should be accompanied by resource allocation mechanisms to

assure unimpeded data flow. Next, we discuss resource allocation issues.
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2.3.3 Achieving Control Effectiveness by Reservation

For a statistical multiplexing system, the primary tool of performance control is to maintain

a proper utilization, and, therefore, the network control must be able to regulate users' data

transmissions. How should this regulation be done?

A feedback control system has control delays. In a distributed system, control delay is due

to both the measurement delay and communication delay. Control effectiveness depends on

the system responsiveness, as compared to individual flows' stability. With fluctuating system

load, a feedback control has intrinsic limitations in its responsiveness, as shown in the analysis

of the Mosely algorithm and DECBIT algorithm presented in the appendix to this chapter.

This limitation is made more severe by emerging high-speed networks. A higher speed

network can suffer a larger influx of data during a given control delay period than can a

lower speed network in the same amount of time. Higher bandwidths make it possible for

millions of bytes of data to be stored in transmission lines, enlarging the phase-lag between

data transmitters and the network measurement point. Because propagation delay cannot be

reduced, the higher the network speed, the further out of phase the control can be.

We conclude that, as we enter the era of high-speed networking, it is no longer feasible to rely

on feedback signaling to adjust momentary data transmission rates. Instead, it becomes neces-

sary for users to inform the network of their expected throughput so that adequate resources

can be reserved to meet the demand. By reservation we do not mean to allocate resources stat-

ically to individual users. Rather, our goal is to match the resources to the statistical average

of the traffic.

The new architecture is therefore designed to be a reservation-based system. Users are

required to make resource reservations, to allow the network to preserve a proper utilization

level. During its life time, a flow will be provided with mechanisms to readjust the reservation

parameters; nevertheless, the changes must be approved by the network first.

Feedback control should be used in regulating flow reservations, where the control can have

effects that last an order of magnitude longer than the RTT. Feedback control is also needed

in handling unexpected or abnormal situations, such as a mismatch between a flow's claimed

throughput and the measured volume, or a momentary resource shortage during recovery from

a switch failure.
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Reservation Overhead Justification

A realistic control system must be both effective and efficient. One major objection to a

reservation approach is the associated delay and overhead. Making flow reservations indeed

involves certain overhead, as we will discuss shortly, but it does not necessarily introduce extra

delay. We do not require a user to wait for confirmation before starting data transmission.

When a user sends a reservation request followed by data, the request immediately informs the

network what should be expected. In this way, the network gets the load change information

much faster than from its own measurement; it can also send faster response to the user about

whether the requested transmission can be carried out.

The main overhead in making a flow request is the resource checking at each switch along

the rcL;-e. Although the efficiency of a control system largely depends on the design, there

exist intrinsic limits of the overhead that cannot be further reduced by the design itself. For

instance, even if the per-reservation overhead is reduced to the minimum possible, the total

cost will still increase linearly with the number of requests. Further reduction can be achieved

only by adjusting application patterns.

For example, in the telephone network, a call setup involves a certain amount of network

overhead, and hence a long conversation has less overhead than 10 short calls with the same

total duration. Although in general telephone calls last long enough to make the connection

setup time negligible, one always pays a fixed charge for initiating a call, independently from

the duration, to reflect the system cost for connection setup. This charge policy discourages

the user from initiating too many short calls. The same rule shows up in post-office service

as well: all parcels bear a fixed minimum charge to cover the delivery overhead, and further

weight is charged incrementally. Price policy is an effective means to influence clients' behavior.

A fixed initiating charge reflects the system cost on one hand, and influences user behavior on

the other.

To accommodate transaction-oriented data communications, however, we consider it neces-

sary to provide an escape from the reservation requirement to avoid the overhead in making

reservations.
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Reservation and Transaction-oriented Traffic

Individual short transfers are not much concerned with throughput, but in general they all ex-

pect a low transit delay. Although transmission delay is inherently a single packet phenomenon,

low delay can be met only by controlling the network utilization, which in turn requires con-

trolling the network input.

In the Flow Network design, we decided to consider the aggregation of all short transfers as

a whole, estimate the total volume, and permanently set up a special flow (called Flow-C) to

preserve resources accordingly. This strategy will work well so long as short transfers compose

only a small portion of the total traffic, and the aggregate volume remains stable. It does,

however, open a possibility of unexpected load fluctuation. The network must first ensure

committed performance for established flows, and may have to delay, or even discard, packets

of short transfers at high points of traffic fluctuation.

It may be necessary to apply some open-loop control to short transfers to make them behave

in a constrained manner, so that the disturbance they generate would be negligible. Massive

buffering, although not desirable for regular flows, may be used to absorb momentary load

shocks from short transfers, accompanied by feedback control on long term adjustment. These

are subjects for future studies.

Finally, control is not a solution to a long term resource shortage, although an effective

traffic control can provide resilience by converting the problem to one of lower availability but

adequate performance, instead of a catastrophe.

Service Specification Justification

To make flow reservations, the user needs to provide a set of service quality specifications.

Requiring users to specify the needed service may sound like an extra step, perhaps even a

difficult one. Conventionally, it is thought that packet traffic is random; a sender may not have

a quantitative estimate of its own behavior, and it merely expects the network to offer a best

possible service for whatever data load it generates.

This sound observation poses a problem: the network has finite resources which are shared

among multiple users. As already mentioned, the packet switching network sets no upper bound

on individual users' throughput. Whenever resource contention occurs, upon what basis should

it resolve the contention? Without information from the users, the network will not be able to
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tell whether a large packet surge is from a malfunctioning host, or whether it indeed should be

expected from a fast machine.

By a different school of thought, the network could observe flows' behavior and reserve

resources accordingly. Besides saving the overhead of explicit service specification, this approach

also saves users the difficulty of estimating their data flow. We did not explore this option in

detail, due to the following reasoning:

1. Generally speaking, users can provide a better estimate of their data flow than the network
can gather from measurement.

2. Due to measurement errors and delays, the network may not be able to react to flow
changes in time to make the control effective. The effectiveness of measurement-based
control drops sharply with the increase in channel speed or traffic randomness/burstiness.

3. Certain performance attributes, such as delay constraints, cannot be induced from flow
measurement.

Another important issue is the dependency of application protocols on the network service.

All higher layer protocols are designed upon certain assumptions (considered reasonable) about

the network's performance. The validity of these assumptions determines not only the per-

formance, but sometimes also the correctness of those protocols. For instance, TCP assumes

that the transmission delay will never exceed a certain time period (the current value is two

minutes), and built its reliability mechanism upon this assumption. Without specifying such

higher layer assumptions explicitly to the network, however, there is no reason to expect that

the network will never violate them. 2

To end the discussion on the necessity of service specification, it should be pointed out that

the role of the service specification is two-fold. On the one hand, it enables the network to check

whether adequate resources are available before accepting new data transmission requests. On

the other hand, it also serves as a contract between the network and the user: it is used as a

measure for network performance, as well as a measure of the user's own transmission behavior.

Slight variations from the specified values will probably be tolerated; significant departures,

however, should require either previous network permission, or timely network notification.

2 Although IP's Time-To-Live (TTL) field can be used to limit the packet life time, TCP pasaes no parameters
to [P to set the TTL value. In real implementations, all IP packets are set to the same TTL value, independently
from the transport protocols or their assumptions.
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2.4 System Robustness

Since individual components in a distributed system may fail, there seems to be a conflict

between achieving service robustness and service quality, which requires keeping flow state

information inside of the network. In the following we discuss how to make the Flow Network

control work robustly in an unreliable environment.

State, Fate-sharing, and System Robustness The state of a system consists of variables

that represent the system status. In the Flow Network architecture, the state is the status

of network resources (utilization), and the status of flows (requested throughput, monitored

throughput, etc.). A distributed system may become vulnerable if two or more components

share some vital state information. Important issues are what state information to keep, where

to keep it, and how to synchronize distributed state while minimizing the probability of failure.

A distributed system achieves robustness by automatic failure detection and service recovery.

Service can be recovered if its state is not lost by the failures. Conventional wisdom says that

components that share the state share their fate, and ultimate robustness is achieved when

no two components share fate. This implies that each network component keeps its own state

only, so that the state is never lost unless the component itself fails. This is called the "no-fate-

sharing" principle [8].

VC networks have been considered more vulnerable than datagram networks both because

the former use switch ID, concatenated with a channel ID between switches, as the virtual

connection ID, and because their switches share the state of data integrity of each virtual

connection. Any switch failure will call for reestablishing the connection.

The TCP/IP protocol is an example of no-fate-sharing. TCP runs on top of IP's unreliable

data delivery service. It achieves robustness by keeping the connection state out of the network.

Theoretically, TCP can recover from any losses due to failures in the intermediate network.

Applying the above analysis, we come to the conclusions that each switch should keep the

state of its own resources and demand, and be able to forward data independently from the

behavior of other switches; and that each flow should acquire its needed resources from all the

switches in the path itself. A switch can lose its state only by its own failure, then the resources

and ,he state are lost together, and there should be no interruption to the data forwarding

-,.actions of other switch n .

It should be made clear that the system detects failed components, and recovers the in-
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terrupted services, not the failed components (which probably will need human attention). It

should also be clear that a robust system must have redundant resources to take over interrupted

services from failed components.

The Flow Network protocol will have no state synchronization among switches; each switch

makes independent commitments to flows. It is the flow itself that behaves as a needle that

threads through all pieces of resources needed by the flow. As a side effect, the flow also

indirectly synchronizes the resource allocations among switches. If one piece fails, an interrupted

flow can repair itself by threading in other pieces if a local patch-up is viable, or by threading

resources through a different path if a global repair is necessary, assuming that adequate routing

information is provided to guide the flow's repair process.

Performance and Robustness Due to communication delays and errors, components in a

distributed system cannot exchange information instantly. Hence, in general, they cannot with

certainty distinguish a remote failure from poor performance in a finite time period. Therefore

good performance becomes a necessary condition for achieving robustness in distributed appli-

cations. If the network ensures good performance, observed abnormal conditions can then be

attributed to failures with high certainty.

In summary, a robust system is one that has redundant resources, has no state sharing

among components, and prevents poor performance. Our design meets these criteria. One of

the difficult tasks in a distributed system is to keep state synchronized. Our design uses data

flows to synchronize the resource allocations of switches for themselves; this is both efficient

and robust.

2.5 Traffic Assumption

2.5.1 Traffic Controllability

Computers served by the packet switching network differ in many ways from human users served

by the telephone network. First of all, unlike the rigid requirements for real-time transmission of

human voice, where long delays or bandwidth variations are unacceptable, computer generated

data traffic can be designed to have, at least in most cases, thc flexibility of tolerating delays and

channel bandwidth adjustment. Certain applications can even accept temporary postponement

of services; electronic mail and background file transfers are such examples.
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Therefore it is possible for the packet switching network to regulate traffic. When a telephone

network is congested, calls that fail to get through may lead to further increased call attempts,

creating a positive feedback. In contrast, when congestion occurs in a packet switching network,

the network can regulate (i.e. schedule) new transmission requests, or adjust the data generation

rates of specific data sources.

On the other hand, although it is unacceptable to ask human users for delay tolerance

or speed adjustment, they can be trusted to detect, diagnose, and properly handle abnormal

situations, such as detecting a failed connection, or recovering corrupted voice. Computers,

generally speaking, perform well only when being explicitly informed of what to do; they do

poorly in coping with unpredicted abnormal conditions. Merely blocking traffic at the network

entrance, the way many of today's network protocols do (for example, the X.25 protocol), is

not an acceptable control mechanism. The network should adjust traffic volume by exchanging

specific control parameters with data sources.

2.5.2 Traffic Assumptions

We measure flow duration by the network round-trip-time (RTT). Data flows (flows in short)

are defined as data transfers that last at least several RTT periods. Short transfers are defined

as those which transmit only a small number of packets, such that the transmission will have

been finished before any control information can be fed back to the sender. This research

assumes that flows make up the dominant portion of total network load.

This assumption is by no means innovative. It is an implicit premise of most proposed flow

control mechanisms, such as in the DECBIT algorithm [42], the SNA pacing [14], or the recent

TCP Slow-Start algorithm [25]. If end-to-end connections last no more than a few RTTs, none

of them can have much effect. We did do one thing differently here, though, which is to state

this assumption explicitly, to show more clearly where the limitations are, and to make users

be aware of this fact.

Another pragmatic argument is that short transfers generated by remote procedure calls

are not likely to contribute significant load in future high-speed networks. Assume that at a

given moment a I Gbps channel serves ten thousand active users, and that on average a remote

procedure call (RPC) generates 10 Kbits, with 70% of the RPCs within the local environment.

Then (10K x 10K x 0.3) gives 30 megabits. This says that if on average every user sends one

RPC per second, the link will be 3% utilized by the RPC data. Gigabit rate channels are more
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likely to be utilized by continuous video data, or graphic display (as a means of coping with

the vast amount of data generated by supercomputers). Both will have human users as the end

receiver, which also implies a long session duration.

Traffic modeling is a task of catching moving targets. Packet switching networking is still in

its infancy, and new applications are yet to be developed. How well we can guide the design of

new applications now will have significant influence over data traffic patterns in the future. We

should and we can guide application designs to generate predictable and controllable traffic.

2.5.3 Requirements for Applications Design

From the network control viewpoint, it is not simply the number of bits to transmit, but the

unpredictability of the load, that makes maintaining good performance difficult. The basic

requirement from the network control viewpoint is that applications be able to provide a quan-

titative description of the transmission rate expected.

Predicting the data generation rate, while it may sound novel, is in fact not new. Window

flow control, the most popular mechanism in use today, provides an average throughput rate

of (Window Size/RTT), which implies that the user needs to predict the data rate in order to

choose a proper window size.

Past experience suggests that applications are not prepared to know or specify what service

they need. It is customary for computer applications running in a virtual world provided by

operating systems to be unaware of the relation between that virtual world and the reality of

time and space [16]. It is infeasible for communication networks to provide a similar virtual

world, because of the widely distributed nature of the resources, the inherent communication

delay, the substantially larger user population, and the need to connect together different real

systems.

We conclude that both application designers and network builders, whenever possible,

should explore regularities in network applications, and design and implement protocols to

make data sources produce predictable data flows. Given the regularities and controllabili-

ties, the network can then collaborate on traffic control with the data sources. The better the

network knows the demand, the easier and more effective the control will be, the higher the

achievable performance, and the higher the achievable network resource utilization. On the

other hand, the network will not be able to make any performance promises if it does not have

any knowledge of the traffic.
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2.6 Summary

The discussion in this chapter has laid out a foundation for the Flow Network architecture.

The representation of user demand will be a flow which is associated with a service quality

requirement. The network will enforce a reservation-based control. And the control target will

be the average transmission rate of flows.

Now a good control algorithm is needed to perform three tasks:

1. resource allocation, so that a flow can get adequate resources to meet performance re-
quirements;

2. traffic monitoring, so that resources allocated to a flow will not be taken by others; and

3. traffic adjustment, so that on one hand, the network always maintains proper utilization
of resources, and on the other hand, any pending user requests will be satisfied as soon
as the resources become available.

Since this is a first attempt at implementing a rate control network, there are still new and

unforeseen challenges lying ahead. We will encounter and resolve some of them in the next

chapter.

Appendix-2A The Mosely Algorithm Analysis

The Mosely algorithm [36] is based on feedback control, and, although the algorithm is proved

analytically to converge under dynamic load, simulation tests show that under the given condi-

tion the control produces long waiting queues (with lengths of hundreds of packets). We believe

the algorithm failed because of a feedback control delay which is longer than the traffic stability

period.

The data generation emulates 40 pairs of human conversations, with each end sending

data for an average duration of 1.2 second and then switching the direction. All end-to-end

connections cross two network links. Control information update is carried in data packets

to the receiver, and then fed back to data sources every 100 msec. Assuming an average

queue length of 5 packets in front of each network link, the round-trip-time (RTT) is about

20 msec. Further assuming that the 40 conversations are uncorrelated, on average 10% of the

conversations will have switched the direction during a 120 msec control update delay. That is,

by ti.e time a control update reached the data source, it already became obsolete.
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Because of the delay, the control fails in promptly reducing the transmission rate of active

users when the number of users increases, and packets get queued inside the network. Queueing

delay further increases the RTT, which in turn forces the control further out of phase with the

load change.

Heybey reproduced Mosely's simulation model [20]. He ran tests with the utilization control

parameter changed from 80% to 60%, and observed that long queues disappeared. This is

explained by observing that, although the control still falls behind the load change, the lowered

utilization leaves adequate space to tolerate the mismatch between the control and the load

for this particular application model. In general, the choice of utilization level depends on the

dynamics of the load and the response delay of the control. In particular, the control response

delay of the Mosely algorithm depends on the traffic homogeneity as well.

Appendix-2B The DECBIT Algorithm Analysis

Below we consider the delay of the feedback control in the DECBIT algorithm [42, 28, 43, 6, 30].

Simulation results presented in [42] shows slow control convergence, even with a simple topology

(four switches in a row) and only two users. When a second user joins the network, a rough

estimate from the graph ([42], Figure 8-b) suggests that it takes more than 10 minimum round-

trip-times (RTT's) (not counting queueing delay) to adjust the first user's window size by half.

By computation, because the coefficient used for window adjustment is 0.875, (0.875)" = 0.513,

and because after each window size change, it V4kes two RTTs to measure the effect, a 5-step

adjustment would take a period of 10 RTTs.

Although this slow convergence is partly due to the heavy damping built into the control

algorithm, it also shows the intrinsic delay of feedback control. No queueing measurement is

given in the report. We speculate, however, that the control delay may well introduce very large

packet queues during the transient period. Assuming that a 1-Gbps fiber channel with 10 msec

propagation delay (the time to cross half of the continental US at the speed of light) meets a

bottleneck point where only half of the data from this 1-Gbps channel can be passed. During a

10-RTT control adjustment period of the DECBIT scheme, probably 6 ,- 12 megabytes of data

will have to be buffered at the bottleneck point, making both the buffer space and the queueing

delay a serious concern.
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Chapter 3

Implementation of the Flow

Network Architecture

This chapter describes one realization of the basic design principles discussed in Chapter 2.

Our primary goal is to propose a framework for rate-based network control. Figure 3-1 shows

an outline of the chapter.

3.1 Control Algorithm Outline

3.2 Choosing Throughput Parameters

t 3.4 Problem in Measuring

3.3 Measurement and Control of Individual Flows Random Data Flows
- VirtualClock mechanism

~3.5 Synchronisation in

3.6 Flow Protocol Outline Distributed Control

3.7 Discussions of Design Alternatives

3.8 Chapter Summary

i
Appendix: Control Algorithm Summary

Flow Protocol Specification

Figure 3-1: Chapter 3 outline.
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We start with a summary of the control algorithm, then go on to discuss problems encoun-

tered in implementing rate flow control: what parameters to choose as the input to the network

control, and how to measure random data sources. During simulation tests of the proposed

control algorithm, we confronted a common issue in distributed control, s!,,chronized confrol

actions. We propose the use of randomization to maintain control stability. We then present

an outline of the Flow Protocol, the data carrier in the Flow Network. The chapter ends with

a discussion on a few design alternatives and a comparison with the leaky-bucket mechanism.

The control algorithm is summarized in Appendix-3A, and the Flow Protocol specification is

given in Appendix-3B.

The design has emerged from an iterative process of simulation and contemplation. Many

of the design decisions discussed in this chapter are based on simulation experience.

3.1 Traffic Control Algorithms: First Outline

The goal of network traffic control is to allocate adequate resources to individual flows to assure

the service quality. As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the primary tools is the enforcement of

resource reservations. To control the total traffic volume that can enter the network, all users

are required to do an explicit flow set-up before or upon starting transmission.

Let us first see how the whole picture looks. Consider the network as a repository of

distributed resources; a flow request collects the pieces of resources along its way. Conflicts

among flows are resolved by switches, which play the role of a regulator, cutting network

resources into pieces and assigning them to individual flows.

Network control performs three basic functions: decisions on accepting new flows, traffic

monitoring and interference prevention among flows, and load adjustment to provide both a

good service and a high utilization. Enforcing a reservation implies that new flow requests may

be rejected when the network is in a resource shortage. As soon as resources become available,

the network will also signal previously rejected users to resubmit the requests.

Acceptance of flow requests is decided according to the current channel utilization in order

to ensure new users adequate resources. The switch estimates the current channel utilization

from the sum of all the reservations made. To insure that the reservation value correctly reflects

the actual channel load, each switch also constantly monitors established flows. There always

exists a possibility that some flows may not follow their claimed behavior, perhaps even with
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justifiable reasons (e.g. an honest user may make an inaccurate transmission rate estimate).

Implementation errors may also cause malfunctioning flows. Network control must be prepared

to handle these possibilities. Detected mismatches between the request and the measured value

will have to be corrected.' If a flow fails to adjust itself properly, it will be treated differently

in order to prevent interference with other flows.

A mechanism called VirtualClock is developed both to monitor flows' behavior and to set up

firewalls to prevent interference among flows. The network resource reservation control decides

which flow should take what share of the resources on average. The VirtualClock determines,

if more than one packet is waiting, which packet should go next based on the flows' average

transmission rates.

The following issues arise as part of a rate control algorithm:

" Proper parameters are needed to specify the throughput value of a statistical flow to make
resource reservation.

" The network needs a proper measurement mechanism to monitor flows.

* To behave as claimed, flow sources need a proper mechanism to control their average
transmission rate.

" In performing dynamic traffic adjustment, the network must assure control stability.

In the following sections, these issues will be discussed in turn. The last one is especially

interesting. One can easily list a number of examples of unstable network controls, but it is

difficult to prove that a given control is stable over a wide range of operational conditions.

In simulation tests we observed a potential danger of synchronized control actions, which we

believe is a common issue in distributed control systems.

3.2 Choosing Throughput Parameters

To make a resource reservation, a flow sends a request message to specify the desired trans-

mission service. We first need a set of parameters that adequately describe the behavior of a

statistical data flow and can be used directly in flow measurement and control. Packet traf-

fic is characterized as bursty and random; how should a flow describe the "burstiness" and

S"randomness" degree of its transmission? How should it express its throughput rate?

In this research, the control mainly focuses on overflows because they may affect the overall network per-

forman:e. Underflows should and can be detected by the same ViriualClock mechanism. However details of
handling underflows are r.ot addressed in this thesis.
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Considering each flow as a statistical process, one may describe the throughput by using

the average and the variance of the number of arrivals over each unit time period. Knowing

the average rate helps the network control channel utilization. Measuring the average, how-

ever, is not easy; one difficulty is how to choose a proper average interval. A proper interval

cannot be easily derived from the variance of arrivals over a unit time period unless a random

process characterization of the data source is also known, which does not seem to be a feasible

requirement. Generally speaking, an application's data generation pattern may not fit into a

well known random process model, although we might be able to find a feasible model for a

particular application.

Taking a simple and pragmatic approach, we choose two parameters to describe a flow's

throughput: average rate (AR), and average interval (AI). That is, over each Al time period,

dividing the total amount of data transmitted by the flow by Al should result in AR. Hence the

variation of packet arrivals from a statistical flow is wrapped up within each average interval.

How a flow chooses its AI value is an important question. The possible range of the AI

value is

time to send one packet < average interval(AI) < flow duration

When the Al value reaches its lower bound, the flow would be transmitting at a constant rate as

in a circuit switching network; when the Al value reaches the total duration, the flow would be

able to transmit data in any arbitrary manner as in an uncontrolled packet switching network.

One may speculate that a flow would prefer an AI value as large as possible to allow itself

more flexibility in data transmission. This flexibility, however, will also be accompanied with

certain negative effects. First, a large Al value may reduce the responsiveness of network

control, because the network averages the flow over its Al time interval before initiating any

control messages to the flow source. Secondly, as will be shown later, the average interval also

determines the maximum queueing delay the packet may experience at each switch; the flow has

to balance the transmission flexibility with its delay tolerance. On the other hand, the network

also wants to bound the AI value in order to bound the tolerance region of traffic burstiness.

How the network sets this bound will be discussed shortly.

To adjust a flow's throughput in case the network cannot meet the original requested value,

a third parameter is needed in a flow request in addition to AR and AI: Lower-bound Average

Rate (LAR), to indicate a flow's minimum acceptable throughput rate.

In summary, three parameters are chosen in making a flow request,. AR, AI, and LAR. As
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the request message travels to the destination, the AI value may be adjusted by switches on

the way. If (AR > LAR), the value of AR may also be adjusted. The final values of AR and

AI will be

AR = min(original value, min(available resources at Si)), Si E flow path

AI = min(original value, min(AI bound set by Si)), Si E flow path

3.2.1 Network Bound on Average Interval

To determine the average interval, the network should take the flow volume into account. Flows

of large volume need to be watched closely because their behavior has a large impact on the

channel utilization, while a small flow can be allowed to use a much longer average interval.

Therefore, instead of bounding the average interval in terms of time for each of its channels,

a switch sets an upper-bound, AIR, on the total amount of data from a single flow during an

average interval:

AR x AI < AIR

Now consider how to determine the AIR value for a given channel. Assuming that each

switch has adequate buffering space, the AIR value should be set reasonably large to tolerate

variation in flows' data transmission. The value of AIR should be proportional to the channel

bandwidth, because the higher the channel bandwidth, either the higher a flow's AR value can

be, or the longer the Al interval can be since more flows can be multiplexed on a big channel and

the effect of individual flows variation would become relatively small. The value of AIR should

also be proportional to the round-trip-time (RTT) of the network, because the RTT sets the

lower-bound on network control delay.2 Since the average interval determines the measurement

delay, it should neither be too large to prolong the total control delay, nor be too short to

severely constrain the burstiness of packet traffic. So for each channel, we should have

AIR = C x Channel Capacity x RTT

where the coefficient C can be adjusted either to leave flows more flexibility or to further

constrain transmission burstiness. If the switch buffer space is a consideration, the value of C

can also be properly set to constrain the buffer consumption of each flow - over each average

'It takes a round- trip-time for a control command to reach the flow source and for the effect of that command
to be observed by the command initiator.
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interval the switch reserves bandwidth to forward AIRi number of packets for flowi, thus the

flow should take no more than AIRi packet buffers at any given time.

To simplify further discussions, we will assume that all data packets have a fixed length.

Thus AR will be measured in packets per unit time, and the switch will check each flow, flowi,

after receiving every AIRi = AIi x ARi packets from it.

3.3 Measurement and Control of Individual Flows

Given AR and AL, mechanisms are needed to measure flows based on these parameters, to

enforce the transmission within the claimed average, and to set firewalls among flows to prevent

mutual interference. A mechanism, called VirtualClock, is defined to perform these functions.

3.3.1 Virtual Clock

The idea of VirtualClock is inspired by the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) system. A

TDM system completely eliminates interference among users because individual user channels

can transmit only during specific time slots. The capacity is wasted, however, when a slot is

given to a flow that has no data to send at that moment; also the channel bandwidths are pre-

fixed rather than dynamically adjustable. We want to achieve the firewalls of a TDM system

as well as to maintain the flexibility of statistical multiplexing.

A TDM system is driven by a real time clock. A statistical multiplexing system may use

a VirtualClock concept in a similar way. To make a statistical data flow resemble a TDM

channel, let us imagine that arriving packets from the flow have a constant rate in a virtual

time space. Instead of ticking by time, the VirtualClock of each flow can be advanced by the

mean inter-packet gap at every packet arrival from that flow.

If a flow sends packets according to its specified average rate, its VirtualClock will indicate

the expected arrival time of the next packet. So we can stamp the packet with the flow's

VirtualClock value and use this stamp to order transmissions, as if the VirtualClock stamp

were the real time slot in a TDM system. This idea can be implemented as follows (also see

Figure 3-2): for flowi,

1. At flowi set-up, the switch computes the value Vticki = 1/ARi.

2. Upon the arrival of the first packet from flowi, VirtualClocki ,- real time.

3. Upon receiving every packet from flow,, stamp the packet by the value of VirtualClocki,
and advance VirtualClock,: VirtualClock -- VirtualClocki + Vticki.
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When the switch runs out of buffer space, it drops the last packet from the queue.

Real time clock
(seconds) I I I I I I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Flow-l's VirtualClock

(AR = 2 pkts/sec n Hn n H n n n
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

Flow-2's VirtualClock(running faster than real clock)
(AR = Ipkt/sec) 0 0 00 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Switch's packet forwarding sequence

(3 pkts/sec) niH vn olAF HHHLAIAIA o1 HH1A
1 3 5 7 9

Figure 3-2: Real time, Virtual Clock, and packet processing order.

Ordering packet processing by flows' VirtualClock stamps assures that, although a fast

running flow may take idle resources, it cannot affect other flows. In case of congestion, flows

that follow their specified throughput will not be affected, while the most offending flows will

receive the worst service. The VirtualClock mechanism precludes interference among flows,

and provides performance resilience when part of the traffic runs out of control.

One major difference between a TDM system and the VirtualClock mechanism is that the

latter merely orders packet transmission; it does not change the statistical sharing nature of

packet switching. For the same reason, the VirtualClock mechanism cdan also easily accommo-

date priority service. Priority can be implemented by decreasing a flow's VirtualClock by a

certain amount, P, at the start of the flow.

VirtualClocki ,- real time - P

where P is the priority whose value should be big enough to separate priority flows way apart

from the rest in the processing queue.3 This priority, however, does not allow the former to

'Using time-stamp for prionty purpose has a side-effect: low priority objects will have their priority increased
with time. We argue that if the channel keeps a proper utilization, P can be set to a large enough value that is
lorger than the resource contention period, then low priority load is effectively hidden from high priority flows.
(If we define channel state from idle to next idle as an epoch, P needs be much longer than the average epoch
length). Only in the presence of misbehaving users may a channel be in busy state for long, in which case we
detect misbehaving users and stamp their packets with o.
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take unfair advantage of other flows. If a prioritized flow runs too fast, its VirtualClock will

eventually run ahead of the real time and hence its packets will lose the priority in processing.

Flow Measurement by VirtualClock

From another viewpoint, VirtuaiC 'ock plays the role of a "flow meter" that is driven by packet

arrivals. The difference between the VirtualClock and the real time clock shows how closely

the actual flow is following the specified average rate. Therefore VirtualClock is also used for

a flow monitoring purpose.

One way to monitor flows is to let the switch check each flow's meter, VirtualClock, after

every AI time period. But such a measure may react too slowly. A derivative detector will be

able to catch misbehaving flows more quickly. That means checking the amplitude of changes.

We let the switch check each flow, flowi, after receiving every AIR,(= AR- x Ali) packets

from it. This causes a fast flow to be watched more closely than a slow one. By counting the

number of packets, traffic impulses can be detected quickly. If we had used a specific time

interval for measurement, we would have faced the dilemma of picking a period that is either

too small to keep control stable, or too big to detect bursts promptly.

The flow measurement can be done in the following way:

" At flow, setup, the switch computes the value AIR, = ARi x AIi.

" Upon receiving each set of AIR, packets,

- (VirtualClock > real time) indicates that the flow has been sending faster than the
specified rate. If VirtualClocki is ahead by more than a certain threshold value,
control actions should be taken.

- If (VirtualClocki < real time), then VirtualClocki - real time.

If flowi is a prioritized one, "real time" in the above computation should be replaced by

"real time - P".

We see that VirtualClock is driven either by incoming packets or by the real time, whichever

runs faster. Credits are not saved for later use, even if the flow runs more slowly than specified.

From a resource allocation viewpoint, unused resources are gone; if a flow were allowed to

accumulate credits, it could increase its priority by idling for a while and then transmitting in

bursts, which would cause packets from other flows to experience long queueing delays.

When the above algorithm was put into test, simulation revealed that if a burst of packets

arrived from a flow that has been idle for long, the burst can still cause long queueing delays to
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others. This is because the flow's VirtualClock has not been advanced since the last checking

point, and will not be until AIR packets are received. To solve this problem, we assign each

flow an auxiliary VirtualClock (auxVC), and revise the packet stamping rule in the following

way:

" At flowi set-up, the switch computes the value Vticki = 1/AR.

* Upon receiving the first packet from flowi,
VirtualClocki -- real time, auxVC -- real time.

" Upon receiving each packet from flowi,
(1)auxVC - max(real time, auxVC), and stamp the packet by auxVC.

(2)auxVC - (auxVC + Vtick), and VirtualClocki -- (VirtualClocki + Vticki).

This revision replaces VirtualClock by AuxVC in packet stamping so that no flow can increase

the priority of its packets by saving credits. VirtualClock remains its role as a flow meter that

measures the progress of a statistic flow; its value may fall behind the real time clock between

checking points to tolerate packet burstiness within an average interval.

In summary, the VirtualClock mechanism ensures the following properties:

• Every flow receives a fair service measured by its claimed transmission parameters. 4

" Over-running flows can be detected by their fast running VirtualClock.

" Flows may be punished by longer queueing delays, or even packet losses, if they run faster
than the specified rate.

" Multiple level priority services can easily be provided, and flows with priority are prevented
from taking unfair advantage from others.

3.3.2 Latency Control

Because packet switching uses statistical multiplexing, data arrivals will show delay jitter to

which many real-time applications are sensitive. In this section, we would like to get a first-

order estimate on the queueing delay distribution and to estimate the latency bound under the

VirtualClock algorithm. We conclude that increasing the channel bandwidth will be the most

effective way to reduce queueing delays.

4T'e definition of fairness is a difficult subject. We consider it as a policy issue above the network control
layer. The control algorithm should be able to support whatever fairness definition is given. This research
assumes that the service parameters in each flow request have been checked by the fairness policy.
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Queueing Delay Distribution

The end-to-end transmission delay distribution is a function of path length, channel bandwidth,

channel utilization, data burstiness, and priority handling (if employed). The effect of the first

two are well understood: the mean and variance of queueing delay increase with the number

of switches traversed because more queues have to be crossed; the mean queueing delay is

inversely proportional to the channel bandwidth (i.e. with the same packet queue distribution,

the queueing delay will be decreased by a factor of N if the channel bandwidth is increased by

a factor of N).

Taking bandwidths as given, we would like to get a qualitative estimate of the queueing

delay distribution. Assuming packet arrivals are a random process, we use the M/M/1 queueing

results in the analysis below because the distribution of an M/M/1 queue has a simple form.

Although the M/M/1 queue model may not match the traffic load in real networks accurately,

it is adequate for a first order approximation.

The queue length distribution for the M/M/1 queue is P(n) = (1 -p)p', a geometric distri-

bution, where p is the channel utilization and n the number of packets in the system (including

the one under service). When p - 1 (say 0.8 or above), or at the tail of the distribution, the

probability curve of the queue length essentially follows an exponential decrease; the discrete

model (geometric) approaches a continuous model (exponential) quite closely.

The variance of an exponentially distributed random variable, R, is a2 - (E[R]) 2. Therefore

packet queueing delay should be expected to have a high variance. As a first order approxima-

tion, the 99-percentile point of an exponential variable is in the vicinity of 5E[R].

To simplify the analysis, assuming queueing delays at each switch are independent random

variables, the end-to-end delay of a flow is then

N
Di, N = #of switch hops along the path

1=1

In the simplest case where all channels have the same bandwidth and utilization, the sum is an

Erlang distribution, with a mass distribution function of

N-

i:=O

where m is the mean queueing delay at each queue, and N the number of queues along the path.

The variance of an Erlang random variable is m2N. The formula shows that, if m is large, it is
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rather difficult to achieve a tight latency bound. For example, with N = 3, a latency bound of

about (9m + propagation delay) is needed to keep 99% of packets within the bound.

The queueing delay distribution would spread more widely with data sources that have a

higher variance in packet arrivals than the Poisson model. Therefore it may become necessary to

propose certain constraints on the transmission of bursty flows in order to meet latency bounds.

Chapter 4 will present simulation results which show that (1) the queueing delay of Poisson

data sources is smaller than that of burstier data generation models (such as the packet train

model that will be introduced in the next chapter); and (2) proposing a proper user behavior

envelope indeed helps reduce the queueing delay and the delay variation. Now we have to think

of a proper way to constrain flows' transmission.

Latency Bound by Rate Control

Average-rate based traffic control is effective for controlling the average utilization. However,

one difficulty in controlling a latency bound has been that average rate control does not limit

the amount of data that may get accumulated instantly inside the network. Due to traffic

burstiness, packet queues may build up momentarily even when the average utilization is low.

One way to achieve a latency bound is to enforce a strict average rate over certain time

interval, i.e. to constrain a latency-sensitive flow, flovi, to be sending no more than AIRS

packets per average interval.' Because each switch along flowi's path has committed channel

bandwidths to forward AIR, packets within each AIi time period, no packet from flowi should

wait at a switch for much longer than Ai. To derive a worst case queueing delay bound, let N

= the number of flows going through channel C, and T = the time to transmit one packet over

channel C (in sec), then the bound is W < AIA + (N - I)T seconds.6

This strict rate control somewhat resembles the window flow control mechanism in con-

straining data transmission, except that now the "window" is opened by time rather than by

'As we will show in the next section, there is also another important reason for this requirement, and therefore
strict rate control is required from all flows.

'This bound is reached only under the following extreme conditions:

1. All the auxVC's of the flows going through the same channel are behind the real time.

2. All the other flows have one or more packets arrived at the switch instantly and stamped by the real time
value.

3. imultaneously, all the AIR, packets from flow, arrived.

In this case, the first packet from flow, may wait for as long as (N - I)T sec, but all the AIR, packets will be
transrr itted within AI, sec after the initial wait.
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acknowledgment returns. It is superior to window flow control in that, instead of waiting for

acknowledgments (whose arrival time includes a random delay) before further transmission,

applications can schedule ahead in data generation, and the overhead of acknowledgment is

eliminated.

The Effect of Network Bandwidth

It is much easier to meet a tight latency bound with high-speed channels. Under the same packet

queue distribution, queueing delay decreases inversely with channel speed. In future high-speed

networks, the propagation delay may become a dominant portion of total transmission delay.

For instance, if the packet length is 250 bytes and the link propagation delay is 10 msec (half

way across the continental US), then transmitting one packet over a T1 channel (1.5 Mbps)

requires 0.67 msec, and emptying a queue of 20 packets (which is at the 99-percentile point of

the queue length distribution of an M/M/1 queue with utilization = 80%) requires 13.4 msec,

or about the same period as the propagation delay. If the channel bandwidth increases to

150 Mbps, dumping a 20 packet queue only takes 0.134 msec, which is only about 1% of the

propagation delay. Although the arithmetic is simple, in simulation tests, it was still astonishing

to observe how rapidly the total network transmission delay, as well as the variance of the delay,

dwindles when higher speed channels are deployed.

With high bandwidth and proper rate control mechanisms, we believe that jitter in packet

switching can be effectively reduced to an acceptable level for real-time applications. Chapter

4 will have further discussions on latency control issues, combined with simulation results.

3.3.3 Traffic Adjustment

There are two parameters used in the channel utilization control, Ucapadty and U0ow. Each

switch maintains the utilization of all its channels between the two boundaries (or lower than

Ult,,, if the demand is low). New flow requests will be accepted only if the channel utilization

can be maintained below Ucapacity. When a flow terminates, the switch checks U0,,o, to see if it

should signal rejected requests or unsaturated flows to increase the load.

In addition, mechanisms are also needed to allow flows to adjust their volume from time to

time, for example a running flow may decide to change the throughput rate. There is also a

possibility of user estimation errors and therefore the specified throughput may not match the

VirtualClock measured results hence corrections must be made.
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Flow Initiated Adjustment

During transmission, a flow may want to change its average throughput value. The change can

be carried out in the following way, similar to a flow set-up process: the flow source sends out

a Flow-Inquiry message (defined in the appendix at the end of this chapter) that contains the

desired change. The message then travels through each switch along the path to the destination.

A decrease in the throughput rate is always approved, but a request to increase depends on the

resource availability. Below we describe how a throughput increase request is carried out.

As the Flow-Inquiry message passes each switch, if any of the switches cannot approve the

requested change (i.e. it has no resources to support the increase), it sets the reject bit and

returns the message to the sender; otherwise it reserves the needed resources and passes the

message on. When the message makes its way to the flow sink, the sink changes the message

to an Inquiry-Reply and sends back to the flow source. On its way back, this Inquiry-Reply

message confirms the change as it passes through each switch the second time; by this time all

the switches in the path have approved the change.

As will be described in Appendix-3B, the Flow Network does not guarantee a reliable

delivery of all information exchange messages between flow sources and switches (such as Flow-

Inquiry). If after sending a Flow-Inquiry, a flow source receives no reply after a long wait, it

may assume the message is lost and resubmit the inquiry.

Network Initiated Adjustment

Network control plays two roles in traffic adjustment: one is to correct misbehaving flows; the

other is to poll waiting requests when resources become available.

Adjusting Misbehaving Flows As already mentioned, a switch can detect misbehaving

flows by their fast-running VirtualClock. When a VirtualClock runs ahead of the real time

over a certain threshold, the switch will send a control message to the corresponding flow

source to demand that it slow down to the specified rate. In response, the flow should correct

its transmission speed accordingly. If a higher rate is indeed needed, the flow source should go

through the throughput adjustment procedure described above.

Meanwhile, the switch will accommodate the excessive data based on the resource avail-

ability. The VirtualClock mechanism assures that, in case that the reaction to the control is

delayed, only the performance of the misbehaving flow may be affected. The switch should also
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be prepared for no response. If a flow does not respond after a number of control messages

have been sent, the switch will delete the flow from its table, so that further packets from this

unresponsive flow will be treated as if from an unknown user and receive the least priority in

handling.

Polling Waiting Requests To serve waiting users as soon as possible, each switch keeps a

record of the requests it has rejected recently due to temporary resource shortage. As soon as

the resources becomes available, the switch will signal the rejected flows to re-request.

The only time a switch need check whether residual capacity exists is when a flow reduces

its volume or when a flow terminates. At this time, the switch checks to see if the utilization

is below U1.o, and if so, it will first go through the list of rejected requests and send a signal

to the first one or few of them (according to the available capacity). Exhausting the record for

rejected flows, the switch may go to check whether any of the running flows desire a throughput

increase.7 When a flow source receives a switch signal, if it has been waiting to retry a set-up,

it can then send a request. If it is running but desires a throughput increase, it should send an

Flow-Inquiry message and follow the procedure described above.

The switch polls flows in turn instead of dividing the residual capacity equally among all the

needed flows, because this approach has less overhead, and because if some flows can terminate

as soon as possible, the rest may get an overall better service; even if the polled flow(s) lasts

for long, taking flows in order still provides a sound fair service. Furthermore, flows should be

satisfied most of the time so that the polling order should not be an important issue. We do

not assume that flows compete for spare resources all the time.

3.3.4 Summary

This section described the proposed control algorithm for the Flow Network. Each switch

adjusts the channel's utilization between two control parameters, Ucapaciyt and U0,o,. The

VirtualClock mechanism plays the major role of measuring flows and setting firewalls among

flows.

When putting the above control algorithm into simulation tests, we confronted two major

problems, which are described in the next two sections.

'Whether to poll rejected or running flows first is a service policy decision.
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3.4 Problems in the Behavior of Random Data Flows

3.4.1 Variance Accumulation In Statistical Flows

As proposed in the last section, the switch monitors a statistical flow by averaging its throughput

after receiving each set of AIR packets. A problem left is to choose a proper threshold value,

so that when (VirtualClock- real time) > threshold, the switch can assume with confidence

that the flow is transmitting too fast and control actions should be taken.

A number of simulation runs were conducted to test various threshold values. The results

show that even when a flow generates data following an ideal Poisson process and the average

interval is set to a large value (e.g. AR = 5 packets/second, AI = 10 seconds), the value of D =

(VirtualClock- real time) may still exceed any fixed threshold after the flow is metered over

a long time period. Close observations of simulation runs show that variations in a flow's data

generation, surprisingly enough, have a good chance not to average out over a long period of

time. The variations continuously accumulate in the VirtualClock measurement, and therefore

the difference between the VirtualClock and the real time eventually exceeds any fixed thresh-

old value, triggering false control actions. A simple analysis of the observed phenomenon is

presented below.

First let us assume that the VirtualClock is advanced only by packet arrivals. We are

interested in how the differenc- between a flow's VirtualClock and the real time clock may

grow as time goes on.

Let us cut packet arrivals from a Poisson source into equal time intervals, T1 , T2,..., T ....

Letting P represent the number of packets arrived during T, we have

Di = Pi- AIR
Sum, = ZDi

= (VirtualClock - RealTime)/Vtick

The Pi's are independent, identically distributed random variables, so are the Di's. Sumn is a

sum of n IID variables, and

,fean(Sum,) = Mean(Di) x n = 0, Var(Sum,) = Var(D,) x n (3.1)

Equaion-3.1 shows that, probabilistically, the value of Sum,,, i.e. the difference between

VirtualClock and the real time clock, may vary above any fixed threshold, after the flow
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has run long enough. In fact Sum, represents a random walk process, and the value of JSumnJ

is unbounded as n - oo.

When VirtualClock is advanced either by packet arrivals or by the real time, Sumn in

Equation-3.1 becomes

Sum,= Di, A > 0 (3.2)
i=1

Intuitively, the variance of Sum, ' in Equation-3.2 should go up no slower than linearly with n.

Also notice that Var(Di) is application-dependent, and so is Var(Sumn). This fact adds to

the difficulty of telling whether a fast running VirtualClock indicates a misbehaving flow or

whether it merely indicates a large data arrival variation.

Facing this variance accumulation problem in flow measurement, a two-part solution is

proposed. First and most importantly, we propose a user behavior envelope: we require that

each flow source constrain itself from sending more than AIR packets during each average

interval. As an example implementation, this user behavior envelope is enforced by a moving-

average algorithm in simulation:

" The flow source keeps the transmission time of the last AIR packets in a circular ring,
with a pointer, Ptr, to the oldest slot.

" When sending out a pacKet, P, the source checks whether the real time > (Ptr(time)+AI).
If yes, the next packet, Pnext, can be sent after the minimum inter-packet gap; otherwise
Pet must wait for at least an average inter-packet gap.

" P's transmission time is saved in the slot pointed by Ptr, and Ptr is moved to the next
slot.

It is assumed that flows' data generators, which can be either real-time applications or data

retrieval processes fetching storage, can adjust the generation rate in certain ways according to

the moving-average control. Either the data rate can be adjusted without causing application

performance degradation, or the data in the excessive packets (i.e. those that would have been

sent without the moving-average control) can be encoded in subsequent packets.

After restricting flows within the above envelope, simulation tests show that the Virtual-

Clock value is stabilized, varying around the real time. The control threshold is set to AIR.

At the same time, the network also makes an effort to gradually decay the variance accu-

mulated in VirtualClock. When (VirtualClocki- real time) > AIRi, the switch will take a

control action only if the over-run is caused by a recent speed up. Otherwise it merely decays

the VirtualClock by a modest amount. The exact decay mechanism is described in the Flow
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Monitoring section in Appendix-3A at the end of this chapter.8

3.4.2 Resource Overbooking

The above discussion may have triggered a related question to the reader: if the partial sum

of a random data source can depart significantly from the average at a given moment, there

will be flows that generate data much above the specified average, as well as flows much below

the average. And for each flow, there will be periods of heavy data generation and periods of

relatively low activity. Constraining a flow's transmission by a fixed envelope means cutting

off the high peaks. The overall transmission rate, therefore, will be averaged lower than the

specified value, and the resources may be overbooked.

Simulation tests indeed manifested such resource overbooking: when all the flows constrain

their transmission according to the proposed envelope, their actual throughput is lower than

the specified average (the exact value will be given in the next chapter). Enlarging the average

interval can reduce, but not totally eliminate, the overbooking.

It is also possible that a user, predicting a high variation in its data generation process, may

purposely specify an average rate higher than the estimated mean in order to minimize the

cut-off by the rate control constraint, even if such overbooking may be associated with a higher

cost.9 Besides a reduced constraint on its data transmission, a flow that overbooks resources

will also receive a better delay performance, because its VirtualClock will be advanced by a

smaller step by each packet arrival. The performance of other running flows will not be affected

by the overbooking, since VirtualClock assures everyone the amount of reserved resources.

3.5 Synchronization in Distributed Control

There have been many interesting stories about how seemingly random actions of independent

components in a distributed system can get synchronized. As a result, the network may show

oscillating behavior. We also observed synchronized control actions when testing the proposed

control algorithm. This section investigates the causes of such phenomena and possible ways

to reduce the synchronization.

'One may immediately object to this approach by saying that, "Aha, now a flow can send at a rate just a

little above the specified average and will not be caught!" This is true. We do not think such small cheating can
be easily distinguished from statistical fluctuations.

9 However, the case where malicious users overbook resources to deny services to others must be prevented by
proper charging or authentication mechanisms.
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3.5.1 Synchronization by Common Stimuli

In simulating the proposed control algorithm, it was observed that control actions from different

switches are highly synchronized. Whenever a flow increased the throughput without notifying

the network first, it would receive control messages from all the switches along the way. And

whenever a flow of large volume terminated, a number of switches would simultaneously discover

that they now have residual capacity, and attempt to poll for new traffic at the same time.

We consider redundant control messages to be an acceptable overhead, but synchronized

flow requests not. Simultaneous polls from a number of switches often result in polling in more

load than the network can support at one time. Because resources are reserved when switches

see a request, many requests succeed in reserving part of the needed resources before being

rejected.

An example is shown in Figure 3-3, where three flow requests, F, F., and Fz, were rejected

previously. When flow F terminated, Switches 1 -, 3 discovered that their utilization is below

U10 w and signal the three waiting requests, respectively. But the channel between Switch-3 and

Switch-4 can only afford one of the three. And in the race, the lucky flow is always Fz, since

it is the closest to the bottleneck point. The resources reserved by F at Switch 1 and 2 are

wasted for a short moment.SHost-1 -Host-,
Fx: Hl- H4 -Ft

Fy: H2- H4 Fz: H3- H4

Figure 3-3: Synchronized network signaling.

A little thought reveals that this is an example of a common problem in distributed control.

Another example is packet collision on an Ethernet.1" It is observed that if a host holds the

wire for a relatively long time while sending a big packet, as soon as it finishes, a number of

"0 This example is taken from the minutes of the End-to-End Task Force meeting on August 16, 1988. The
End-to-End Task Force is a research group under the Internet Activity Board.
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other hosts may try simultaneously to get service and collide.

Still another example is the oscillating traffic behavior observed in simulating TCP/IP

protocols. Whenever a switch's packet buffer is filled up, subsequent incoming packets are

dropped, and packets from a number ot connections wiii be lost at each point of congestion.

All the affected TCP connections then wait for the retransmission timeout. As the result of

congestion, waits and retransmissions of multiple connections get synchronized by packet losses.

Furthermore, if the connections employ the Slow-Start algorithm, the phases over which the

windows shrink and reopen are highly synchronized as well. The same phenomenon is also

observed independently by Hashem using a different network simulator [19]. Jacobson observed

similar traffic oscillation in the ARPA Internet [24], which we believe is due to a similar cause.

A further example is the Shortest Path First (SPF) routing algorithm used in the ARPANET

[23]. In the ARPANET, each packet-switching-node (PSN) makes independent routing decisions

in packet forwarding. Observations showed, however, that PSNs routing decisions were highly

synchronized, because each computed the routing table from the same network load information.

As a result, traffic was switched back and forth between alternate paths (see Section 5.2 in [3]

for a detailed analysis). A large damping factor has been used in the load change computation

to reduce the traffic oscillation.11

Synchronized behavior in a distributed environment, while it may sound surprising, is easy

to explain: any noticeable event occurring in the network can be observed independently by

many components. If all observers, by control design, attempt the same actions accordingly,

a single event will trigger synchronized reactions from all its observers. Synchronized actions

are potentially detrimental to network performance. For example, in simulating the TCP/IP

network, it is observed that at the peaks of load resonance, packets get dropped because of switch

buffer overflow; and after the congestion the network becomes empty while the connections wait

for retransmission timeout. Detailed simulation results will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.5.2 Synchronization Reduction

We propose to reduce control synchronization in the Flow Network by randomizing the timing

of control actions. When a switch discovers residual capacity, it should wait for a random time

period before calling for new flows. After the wait, the switch will check to confirm again the

:' Private conversation with Marianne Lepp of BBN Communications Corporation.
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availability of residual capacity before sending a poll, because other switches may have polled

for new load during its wait period. The waiting time is set to be an exponential random

variable, providing a degree of independence in the switch actions.

3.6 Flow Protocol

After all the previous discussion, this section presents the protocol design.

Flow Protocol (FP) is a data delivery protocol at the network layer. It provides a simplex

communication channel between two end users. 12 It provides for flow clients a set of service

attributes, and reserves adequate network resources to meet the requested service quality.13

FP consists of two modules. One module resides in host machines. It accepts data from,

and delivers data to, application processes. FP transmits data with the specified average rate

constraint (user behavior envelope). Periodically, the receiver sends a Flow-Status message,

to be described in the appendix, to the sender to report the transmission status. The other

module of FP resides in network switches. It runs the VirtualClock mechanism to order packets

for processing and transmission.

All data packets carry their source and destination addresses and flow IDs. Each packet

also carries an end-to-end sequence number (sort of a packet ID), which will be used in the

Flow-Status message to inform the sender how well the transmission is going.

As an integral part of FP, Flow Control Protocol (FCP) behaves as an auxiliary protocol

that assists FP in activating and managing flows during their active period. FCP performs flow

set-up and flow tear-down, while FP carries out the data transmission phase in between. The

abbreviation FCP can also be interpreted as standing for Flow Communication Protocol, since

it carries out all the communications between flow users and the network, and, as a side-effect,

2 Making FP a simplex protocol is for the sake of simplicity. FP can easily be extended to provide a duplex

connection. If data from both directions travels through the same network path, a Flow-Request should contain
the service parameters for the duplex channel to make the reservation. If each direction takes a different path,
the flow set-up procedure needs to be changed to a three-way handshaking between the two ends A and B:
when end-B receives a request from end-A, it returns an acknowledgment along the coming path, and then sends
another request through a second path; when end-A receives the acknowledgment, it should wait till receiving
the request from end-B, and then return an acknowledgment. The duplex flow is ready when end-B receives the
acknowledgment from end-A.

3 Transmission reliability is also one of the service parameters flow clients may choose. If the reliability option
is selected, the receiver checks the integrity of data and sends negative acknowledgments, a list of missing packets,
to the sender to request retransmission.

How to design a reliable protocol is not the focus in this research. We mention this point because later in
simulation tests FP does check for transmission reliability, to run a fair race with TCP which is a reliable protocol.
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also among switches carrying the flows. Currently nine types of FCP messages are defined, as

listed in Appendix 3A at the end of this chapter.

The decision of having a separate FP and FCP is to build a simple data delivery protocol by

completely separating out control messages from data packets. The early approach of carrying

control information in data packet header may have bandwidth savings, but it increases pro-

cessing overhead per packet. The trend of very high bandwidth optical fiber channels suggests

a simple data delivery protocol with a (logically) separate control channel.

The detailed functional specification and format of FP and FCP are presented in Appendix

3A and 3B. Below we discuss two special kinds of flows, a permanent flow for short transfers,

and flows that do not specify a service requirement.

3.6.1 Handling Short Transfers

The Flow Network provides a permanently established flow, named Flow-O, that anyone can

use to send a small amount of data; the sender simply puts the source and destination addresses

in the packet header, and fills the flow ID field with 0.

At each switch, Flow-0 takes a default AR value, and has a priority value of P = (-30 sec),

i.e. the VirtualClock of Flow-0 is no less than 30 sec ahead of the real time. Handling of Flow-0

is the same as normal flows, except that Flow-0 cannot be throttled even if its throughput is

above the default AR value. Since packets on Flow-0 receive a low priority, they are always

put at the end of the transmission queue (if a queue exists), and will be dropped if the switch

runs out of buffer space. As a result, applications would be discouraged from sending large

quantities of data through the Flow-0 channel because of the unpredictable performance.

Unlike regular flows, the performance of Flow-0 is vulnerable to abuse. If one user sends a

large amount of data through Flow-0, other Flow-0 users can be affected, because the network

does not discriminate among Flow-0 users.

3.6.2 Flows without Specification

Conceivably there may exist users who do not want to specify any requirements when starting

a flow. Here we propose one way to handle such no-spec flows. We did not test this proposal

in simulation.

A no-spec flow should still send a Flow-Request before starting transmission. In the request,

it 'an leave all the parameters unfilled (setting to value zero). After receiving the Request-Reply,
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the flow should transmit within the constraint of the parameter values in the reply message. It

should also obey all control commands whenever it receives one.

The network may take a "best effort" attitude in providing the services. The first switch

that receives such a blank request can fill the AR field with some of its residual capacity; the

succeeding switches may change the AR value according to their own residual capacities. If a

switch is fully utilized, it should set the Reject bit in the request and send the request back to

the originator. The Al field will be filled by the switches along the way as well. In the flow

table entry of a no-spec flow, the switch will set a "No-Spec" flag. It will also keep a separate

count for the total load from no-spec flows.

When receiving a regular Flow Request, a switch only counts the load from regular flows

to make the accept/reject decision. If deciding to accept the request, it then checks whether

the total utilization, U, is below Ucapait (by taking no-spec flows into account), and asks the

no-spec flows to reduce their throughput if necessary, to maintain a proper utilization level.

Therefore no-spec flows are subject to cutting down the throughput or even an interruption of

service whenever the network falls short in resources. The switch does not signal interrupted

no-spec flows, even when more resources become available.

The network performance perceived by such no-spec flows depends on the network load. We

expect that, overall, the service would be qualitatively better that what is provided by today's

datagram networks, because the flows will be informed about the network parameters and their

transmission status. For instance there should be no significant data losses due to congestion,

if these no-spec flows do obey the control commands.

3.7 Discussion

This section discusses several issues we encountered during the design and implementation

process.

3.7.1 Phase-Locking in Rate Control

Different from the synchronized control actions we discussed earlier, the word "phase-locking"

here describes a phenomenon by which packets from multiple flows alway. arrive at a switch

simultaneously and can then only be transmitted through the same channel one by one. Con-

sequently, packets going out last would experience a long queueing delay, and the channel
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resources would be utilized unevenly.

Such phase-locking occurs only by statistical chance, if the timing of rate-based data trans-

missions is not influenced by any network feedback signal. When data transmissions are highly

regulated (e.g. sending at constant rate), however, phase-locking, once it occurs, may endure

for a long time. Phase-locking has been a major concern with respect to the feasibility of rate

based transmission control.

Generally speaking, applications' data generation is a random process. When certain con-

straints are applied to the data transmission, the randomness from the data generation phase

may be reduced and regularity in the transmission increased, as is the chance of remaining

phase-locked once a phase-locking occurred. With the moving-average control at flow sources,

for instance, it is conceivable that, during a short period of peak data generation, transmission

would pause when the quota is used up, continue again as the quota reopens with time, and

may quickly pause again, waiting for the next quota reopen by time.

With high traffic multiplexing, we do not foresee phase-locking as raising serious perfor-

mance problems. Because the probability of packets from a large number of independent flows

arriving simultaneously is extremely low, and because there are always random factors inside

the network, transient phase-locking, although it may occur, should never last for long. Chapter

-1 will show simulation results that confirm our speculation.

3.7.2 Problem with Handling Priority Requests

If flow requests are allowed to have different priorities, when a high priority request enters the

network, a number of switches on the path may need to cut off other low priority flows to make

room for the new request. The new request therefore effectively triggers synchronized actions

of the switches which may result in cutting off too much load. Consequently, the switches

may soon find themselves with residual capacities and want to poll back some of the flows just

stopped. During this transient period the network control itself causes some flow oscillation.

Let us use a specific example to illustrate this problem (see Figure 3-4). We assume that

the capacity of all the channels is i, Ucapacity = 0.8, Ulow = 0.6, Flow-1 requests a throughput

of 0.1, and Flows 2 -- 5 a throughput of 0.2 each (there are other flows not shown in the figure).

Ve also assume that the flow IDs represent the priority as well (the lower the ID number, the

higher the priority).

Assirmie that when Flow- l's request enters the network, Flows 2 - 5 have been running, and
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Switch-I Switch-2 Swi ch-3 Sw' ch-4 Host-2

Figure 3-4: An example of transient oscillation in handling priority flows.

Switches 1 - 4 are all running at a utilization of UCpaity. To make space for Flow-i, Switch-1

decides to terminate Flow-5 (the lowest priority flow at Switch-i); Switch-2 decides to terminate

Flow-4. Switch-3 decides to terminates Flow-3, and Switch-4 terminates Flow-2. As soon as

Flow-4 stops, however, Switch-I finds that its channel utilization becomes 0.5, lower than U,,

and would try to poll back Flow-5.14 Switches 2 and 3 would react similarly. Although each

switch waits for a random time before sending the poll, with a 50% chance Switch-1 will poll

Flow-5 before Switch-2 polls Flow-4. Assume this happens, and soon Switch-2 polls Flow-4.

At this time Switch-1 has to cut off Flow-5 again to make space for Flow-4. A similar result

may happen when Switch-3 polls Ftow-3 after Switch-2 has re-accepted Flow-4. The worst case

convergence time seems to be proportional to the network diameter.

It should be pointed out, though, that because the network control is based on reservations,

the rest of the load in the network remains stable even during the transient period described

above; only the affected flows may be turned on and off a few times - an effect that we consider

highly undesirable. The control parameter U.,0 plays a major role here - a lower Ulow value

will make such transient unrest less likely to occur, but it may also make the resources less

utilized.

Taking a conservative approach, the current design does not issue control actions that may

lead to possible further load adjustment, as in the above example of handling priority requests.

Dynamic load adjustment only occurs in two places. (1) When a flow wants to change its

throughput, it sends an inquiry message to get network approval first. (2) When a switch

discovers the channel utilization is low, it signals the sources of the rejected requests or the

flows whose current rate is lower than the desired value, inviting them to re-request. Once the

commitment is made, the network never revokes the resources assigned to flows except in case

of hardware failures. We leave the issue of handling priority requests to future study.

"S.witch-I would not signal Flow-4 back because it does not know the cause of Flow-4's termination.
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3.7.3 Possible Extensions to Network Control

Utilization Measurement

An important parameter in our control is Ucpacity, which determines how much load each

channel may get. If data sources have a high burstiness, a lower threshold may be necessary to

maintain a proper queueing delay. Ideally, the value of U,.p,,6ty should be adjusted dynamically

according to traffic burstiness.

The adjustment can be based on the measurement of channel busy period length and fre-

quency. Observations from simulation tests suggest that there is a tight correlation between

the length of channel busy period and the packet queueing delay. Whenever the channel stays

in the busy state for a long period, packets arriving during that period are likely to suffer a

long queueing delay. Therefore we can set a threshold on the channel busy period length, and

observe how frequently this threshold is exceeded. If it happens often enough, the value of

Ucapacity should be reduced; if it never happens, Ucapacity can be increased. Again, reducing

Ucapacity may imply cutting off running flows, an issue that requires further study.

3.7.4 Leaky-Bucket and VirtualClock

One of the flow control mechanisms often suggested for application at the user-network interface

is the leaky-bucket. Various versions of the mechanism have been proposed. A simple model

described in [471 works in the following way: the switch puts packets from each flow into a

corresponding bucket which has a fixed size; the bucket opens periodically to drop a packet out

for transmission; when the bucket is full, incoming packets are discarded. In another version

of the leaky-bucket, packets from a flow are transmitted immediately if the flow has adequate

transmission credits; the credits are generated at a constant rate; if no packet from the flow

is sent at the moment, up to the bucket size number of credits can be saved. The difference

between the two versions is that the latter allows bursty transmission.

There are similarities between Leaky-Bucket and VirtualClock. The bucket is used to

smooth out variations in packet arrivals. In running VirtualClock, the average interval is the

parameter that bounds the variation in data arrivals. The two also share common problems. As

we have discovered, with a statistical flow, a transmission rate enforcement introduces a point

of variance accumulation. If a bucket opens (or the credits are generated) at the flow's average

tranmission rate, it would be impossible to eliminate bucket overflow, even with large bucket
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sizes. Dropping packets when the bucket is full prevents the network from internal congestion,

but a more satisfying solution would be to inform the user what it should do in order to avoid

packet losses, i.e. to provide the user with a behavior envelope, such as the one suggested in

this research.

One currently suggested measure to avoid the bucket overflow is to open the bucket (or

to generate the credits) at a higher rate than the average transmission rate. A higher rate,

however, brings up two other issues. One is that the AR (= bucket open rate - average

transmission rate) is application dependent. To maintain a uniform loss ratio, AR may have to

be set differently according to different variance in data generations. The other issue is that, by

opening the bucket faster, the network loses track of the actual transmission rate of the user;

an additional counter of some sort would be needed for measurement purpose.

A packet switch should tolerate variations in packet arrivals and should control flows' average

transmission rate without sacrificing statistical multiplexing. Adjusting the bucket open rate or

the credit generation rate alone does not accomplish these functions well. In the Flow Network,

the problem is solved by the concept of average interval and the VirtualClock mechanism. The

average interval defines checking points, and each flow wraps up variations in its transmission

between two checking points. Inside the network, VirtualClock measures the average rate of

flows and sets firewalls among flows at the same time. VirtualClock merely orders service and

does not reduce statistical sharing. The switch forwards all packets as long as resources are

available.

3.8 Summary

From the network viewpoint, transmission performance control essentially does two things: the

first is resource allocation, and second usage enforcement.

This chapter presents a framework for a rate control network. The concept of an aver-

age interval is proposed to set checking points for measuring statistical data flows, and a user

behavior envelope based on the average interval is proposed to restrict flows' transmission vari-

ations. The VirtualClock mechanism is developed as a monitoring and enforcement tool on

data transmissions. Finally, randomization is used to reduce control synchronization.
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Figure 3-5: A framework for rate-based network control architecture.

Appendix-3A Summary of the Flow Network Control

Algorithm

The following five procedures give a complete description of the control algorithm. The first

three are about flow management: flow set-up and tear-down, flow adjustment, and network-

oriented flow adjustment; the last two are about data forwarding control.

3A-1 Flow Setup and Tear-down

To set up a flow, a user fills out a Flow-Request message with the service requirements for

the intended data transmission, and sends the request out. Data transmission may start im-

mediately following the request message, if the source is prepared to recover in case that its

request cannot be fully carried out. Otherwise the user should hold up data transmission until

receiving a Flow-Reply to be assured of the requested service. To tear down a flow, either end

can initiate a Flow-Terminate message. Following is a detailed description:

1. A user sends a Flow-Request message, which contains the following parameters:

AR: desired average transmission rate

Al: average interval

LAR: the lower bound of acceptable transmission rate

EXD: user expected delay

ESD: estimated delay, initialized to 0

Reject bit
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The ESD field will be filled up by the switches along the way.

2. When receiving a Flow-Request, a switch first finds the corresponding out-going link, and
then adds the local average delay to the ESD field in the request. If ESD > EXD, it
sets the Reject bit in the request, turning it to a Request-Reply, and returns it to the
previous switch. Otherwise the switch computes the residual capacity,

RC = (Link capacity XUcapacity - all passing flows ARi).
If RC < LAR, the switch records the flow ID, the source host address, and the link ID in
a "'Rejected Flow" table, and rejects the request. Otherwise the switch records the flow
in its flow table. If RC < AR, it changes the AR value in the request to RC and sets
the Bottleneck flag in the entry,' 5 adds the AR value into the total load, and passes the
request to the next switch.

3. When a Flow-Request reaches the destination, if the destination accepts, it changes the
request to a Request-Reply, keeping all the information untouched, and sends it back to
the originator along the same path.

4. When receiving a Request-Reply, a switch finds the corresponding entry from its flow
table. If the Reject bit is set, the switch erases the entry and releases the resources, then
passes the reply to the next switch.

If the Reject bit is off, it indicates that the set-up has succeeded. The switch compares the
ARreq and Alreq values in the replay with the values in its table entry. If AReq < ARentr i,

then AReq - ARentry, and the switch clears the Bottleneck flag. If A/req < AlntT, then
AIreq - AIletry.

The switch maintains in its flow table the following information about each confirmed
flow:

Flow ID, to uniquely identify a flow

Source and destination addresses

Out-going link ID

Values of AR, AI, and AIR

VirtualClock, and Vtick (= 1/AR)

Status flags: No-Spec flag, Bottleneck flag

Time and type of the last control action taken on the flow

5. When the initiating user receives the Request-Reply, if the Reject bit is set, the user may
try again after a random wait; the waiting time is exponentially backed-off upon each
subsequent request failure. If the Reject bit is not set, all the resources along the path
have been reserved and the flow enters the transmission phase.

6. To terminate a flow, either end of the flow may submit a Flow-Terminate message. Upon
receiving this message, each switch releases the resources reserved for the flow and erases
the flow from its flow table.

" Meaning that this switch is the bottleneck for this flow.
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3A-2 Flow Adjustment

At any time during a flow run, the flow source may adjust the transmission rate in the following

way:

1. The source sends a Flow-Inquiry message which contains the desired change value of AR,
AAR (can be either positive or negative).

2. When receiving an inquiry message, a switch checks its resources. If it can afford the
change, it changes the corresponding flow's AR to the new rate, and then forwards the
inquiry to the next switch. Otherwise it changes the value of AAR in the inquiry to zero,
the inquiry to an Inquiry-Reply, and returns it back to the sender.

3. The flow destination changes the Flow-Inquiry to an Inquiry-Reply, and sends back along
the same path.

4. Whe'i receiving an Inquiry-Reply, a switch checks the AAR field. If AAR = 0, the switch
resets the flow's AR to the AR value in the reply (the flow's original AR value).

.5. The flow source may wait for the Inquiry-Reply, or may start using the new rate right
after sending the inquiry. In case the inquiry is rejected by the network, the flow source
must revert the original transmission rate.

3A-3 Network Load Adjustment

When any of its flows on link i terminates or reduces the throughput, a switch checks whether

the utilization U < Ulo for link i. If yes, the switch performs the following:

1. It looks through the "Rejected Flow" table to see whether any of the rejected requests
need link i capacity. If no request is found, it looks through the flow table to find the
flows with the "Bottleneck" flag set. If the switch finds a flow to take the newly available
resources, it performs Step 2; otherwise it stops.

2. The switch waits for a random time period (computed from an exponential random dis-
tribution with a mean of 2 x RTT1 6 ). After the wait the switch checks again to assure
(1) it still has residual capacity and (2) the flow to be signaled has not changed. It then
sends a Switch-Information message to the flow source. The Switch-Information message
contains:

The signaled flow's ID

AR: the suggested throughput to a rejected request;

the current throughput of a running flow

A AR: possible rate increase to a running flow; not used in the other case.

'In the , urrent implementation, each switch computes the network round-trip-time from the maximum ESD

value i. sees in LI tie Request-Reply messages passing by. A better implementation might be to keep the RTT

ValUe for each running flow.
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3. When a rejected flow receives a Switch-Information message, it may re-submit the request
immediately. When a running flow receives the message, it may send a Flow-Inquiry
message if it wants to increase the current throughput.

3A-4 Data Forwarding

When a switch receives a data packet, it indexes the flow table by the packet's flow ID to find

the corresponding entry.

If VirtualClock = 0 (the first packet from that flow),

then VirtualClock - real time, auxVC - real time, LastCheck - real time;

auxVC max(auxVC, real time), stamp packet by auxVC, insert into a proper channel queue;

auxVC -- auxVC + Vtick, VirtualClock - VirtualClock + Vtick;

If (VirtualClock - LastCheck) > AI,

call CheckFlow (see the next procedure).

When the switch runs out of packet buffers, it drops the last packet from the longest packet

queue.

3A-5 Flow Monitoring

CheckFlow performs the following:

Let Constants: TC - time coefficient defined by the switch,

CC - control count limit.

Variables: TIajt - time of the last control action,

ControlCount - number of control messages sent.

Over - (VirtualClock - real time)

Period +- (real time - Taat)

If Over > Al

if Period > TC x AI

then VirtualClock - VirtualClock - Over/4, Tlast - real time;17

else if Period > 2RTT

if ControlCount > CC. erase the flow;

else send a control message, Tlagt - real time, ControlCount - ControlCount + 1;

else if ControlCount > 0, ControlCount - ControlCount - 1;
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If VirtualClock < real time

VirtualClock ,- real time.

Periodically, the switch also looks through its flow table to see if any flow has been idle for too

long ((real time - VirtualClocki) > TC x Ali ?) Flows idling for too long will be erased and

their resources released.

Appendix-3B Flow Protocol Specification

In the following packet format definitions, only the content of each field, not the field length, is

specified. The current specification is to be used for simulation test purposes. Detailed imple-

mentation issues, such as the address field length, the checksum algorithm, the packet sequence

number wrap-around problem, protocol field for next layer, etc., have not been addressed; they

must be specified before a real field trial.

3B-1 FP Header Format

1 source host address

2 destination host address

3 flow ID: 0 is reserved for short transfer packets

4 packet type: 0 specifies a data packet; all the rest is for FCP use

5 packet sequence number

6 packet length: in bytes

The header length is fixed by the protocol design. This header format is included in all FP and

FCP packets.

Data Packet Format

FP packet header, type = 0

Data

3B-2 Flow Control Protocol

FCP is a "light-weight" protocol, in the sense that there is neither retransmission nor acknowl-

'This step decays the VirtualClock value by a moderate amount; the choice of "Over/4" is ad hoc.
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edgment for FCP message delivery. FCP messages are time-stamped, rather than sequentially-

numbered. A more recent message replaces early ones. All FCP messages are delivered with no

further reliability enhancement above that of data packets, except that in case a switch runs

out of buffer space, it should discard a data packet to make space for a received FCP packet.18

To reduce control delay, one special type of FCP messages, Switch-Command, is given a

high priority in transmission. Switch-Command messages receive a VirtualClock stamp of (real

time - 10 seconds). We try to minimize such "out-of-band" messages. The remaining FCP

messages axe of informative type, generated either by flow users or by switches, and are not

given priority in handling. The switch stamps these FCP messages by the real time clock to

ensure that they will not be lagged behind data packets from misbehaving users.

In rare cases in which control messages are not delivered in time, the control will be self-

healing, in the sense that an c ierload traffic condition will trigger new control messages until

the reaction is observed.

Currently nine types of FCP messages are defined. Below we present the format and function

of each of them.

1. Flow-Request

FP packet header, type = 1

(the part as presented in Appendix 3A-1)

N: status message parameter

Reliability flag

The handling of Flow-Request is discussed in Appendix 3A-1. The status message parameter,

N, will be discussed in the Flow-Status section.

2. Flow-Request-Reply

It is exactly the same as Flow-Request, but with type = 2. The Reject bit indicates whether

the request has been accepted.

3. Flow-Status

A flow sink sends a Flow-Status message after receiving every N data packets. The value of N

is determined at the flow set up time. A status message contains the sequence numbers of the

"'Under the current design, it is possible that a malicious user may flood the network with FCP messages to

deny services to other users. A proposed solution is to assign each flow a dedicated FCP message buffer, so that

no switch would hold more than one FCP message from the same flow.
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first and last packets received (since the last Flow-Status message), stamped by the flow sink's

local time.

FP packet header, type = 3

sequence number of first packet timestamp

sequence number of last packet timestamp

N,-ec: number of packets received

negative acks (optional)

Status messages provide a feedback channel to the flow source to allow it evaluate how well

the flow is going. The flow source can collect useful information from the status reports, such

as:
last timestamp - first timestampaverage packet arrival rate = Ne

Nrec

loss ratio =

last seq number - first seq number

If the average packet arrival rate is lower than the sending rate, it implies data accumulation

inside of the network. An estimate of the RTT variance can also be computed if the sender

records packet transmission times.

4. Flow-Terminate

Flow terminaticn is of the "abortive" type only, i.e. there is no graceful close. Either end of

the flow may initiate a Flow-Terminate message and send to the other end. Upon seeing it, a

switch erases the flow entry from its flow table.

FP packet header, type = 4]

5. Flow-Inquiry

FP packet header, type = 5

AR: current average throughput rate

AAR: requested change

A flow may use this message to ask for throughput adjustment.

6. Inquiry-Reply
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Inquiry-Reply messages have the same format as the Flow-Inquiry, with type = 6. It is converted

from a Flow-Inquiry message, either by a switch or by a flow sink, by changing the type from

5 to 6. It is handled in a similar way to Request-Reply case.

7. Switch-Information

The format of Switch-Information messages is the same as the Flow-Inquiry, but with packet

type = 7. It is sent from switch to flow sources to inquire a flow source whether it wants to

resubmit a rejected request or to increase its transmission rate. Only switches that rejected the

request, or switches that are bottleneck points of a flow, should send this inquiry when they

have more resources available. Any switch on the way may stop the inquiry message (drop it),

if it cannot support any more load.

Because this inquiry message is intended to be informative, no mandatory operation is

defined as what a flow should do upon receiving the message. The flow source understands

that the message only suggests a change rather than guarantees an offer, since other switches

en route may not agree with the change, or even the originator may change its mind later.

There is no corresponding reply to Switch-Information. If the flow user does not want to

make use of the information, nothing need be done. If it wants to change the average rate,

it must send a Flow-Inquiry addressed to the flow sink, so that all switches en route will see

the request for change. As in the Flow-Request state, the flow source may wait for a reply, or

switch to the new rate immediately.

8. Switch-Cominand

FP packet header, type = 8

Demanded AR value

Demanded Al value

Rather than Switch-Information messages, every Switch-Command message is mandatory and

must be followed. This type of FCP packets is given a high priority in delivery, because their

timely delivery is important to the overall network performance, and because the network traffic

is likely to be heavy when they are sent.

9. Command-Reply

The format of Command-Reply messages is the same as the command, with type = 9.
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Upon receiving a Switch-Command message, the flow source should send this reply back.

Command-Reply messages are assigned a normal priority in processing (stamped by the real

time). Therefore, the reply would be received at about the same time by the originating switch

as it should start seeing the effect of the command.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Experiments and

Results

In this chapter, we discuss the goals of the simulation experiments, the network model used

for the test, the test plan, and then present the simulation results. Details of the simulator

construction and simulation experience will not be mentioned unless they are relevant to the

experimental results.

4.1 Why Simulation

Because real experiments often have limitations, the role of simulation is becoming more and

more recognized as a driving function in the design and development of new systems. In our

particular case, the following considerations make it infeasible to conduct real experiments to

validate the Flow Network architecture in a deployed, operational network:

1. There is lack of a complete control over the experimental environment, such as load
volume; it is almost impossible to make any adjustment at all when such a need occurs.

2. It is difficult to fully observe the dynamic behavior of real network operations.1

3. Real experiments may cause unacceptable disturbance to daily network service.

An attractive feature of simulation is its iterative nature through quick cycles. During the

course of verifying the design, simulation uncovered design bugs as well as unforeseen insight.

'For example, the traffic oscillation behavior in the ARPA Internet was only recently observed by Jacobson
[241, after a decade of operations.
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The interpretation and analysis of the simulation output often stimulate further improvement

to the design.

On the other hand, simulation has its own limitations. The foremost one is its accuracy

in reflecting reality. Some aspects of reality, such as the traffic patterns of future applications,

are even not known. The plausibility of simulation results depends on the plausibility of our

modeling.

Another limitation is the computation speed. For simplicity, we built a serial event-driven

simulator. It emulates a real network at packet level, and therefore simulation running time is

proportional to the total number of packets transmitted. Simulation of very high-speed networks

or performance estimation of very high accuracy are prohibited by the excessively long run time

needed. For example, to prove that a network has a loss ratio of 10' or lower, each simulation

.un should generate at least 1011 packets, while our simulator running on a MicroVax-3 takes

about an hour to emulate 107 packet transmissions. Transmitting 1011 packets would take 104

hours, or about 420 days.

4.2 Objectives of Simulation Tests

To validate the design described in Chapter 3, we want to show that it can indeed support

quantitative performance requirements. In addition, simulation should provide supporting ev-

idence for the major design decisions made in this thesis, reservation-based network control

using a rate mechanism.

Specifically, the simulation was designed to show the iollowing results:

1. The Flow Network prevents congestion.

2. The Flow Network meets users' average throughput and average delay requirements.

3. The Flow Network over-performs a representative protocol architecture that relies on end
control and uses a window mechanism.

4.3 Simulation Experiment Design

To plan test runs, the first step is to identify all the important factors in the experiments; and

for tach factor, to identify the number of values it may take.
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4.3.1 Architectural Factor

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Flow Network design focused on three major issues: where to

put the control mechanism, whether the control should be based on reservation or feedback,

111id what kind of control imechanism to use. These three issues suggest an eight-fold design

space. A thoroigh study of these issues would be to compare the performance of all the systems

with the different design decisions. It is infeasible to do so, however, in one dissertation.

We decided to evaluate the opposite corner in Figure 1-2 for the comparative study. In

particular, the TCP/IP protocol suite 140, 41] is chosen for comparison with the Flow Network,

and the TCP/IP implementation in Berkeley UNIX system (BSD TCP/IP), which has been

widely used in the ARPA Internet and elsewhere, is chosen as the simulation model.

T(P uses an end-to-end window flow control. Most TCP implementations used a fixed

window size until the last year or so, when a dynamic windc adjustment algorithm, Slow-Start,

was developed to control congestion [25]. Even more recently, a Random-Drop scheme was also

suggested as a congestion control strategy to assist the Slow-Start algorithm in discriminating

against malfunctioning users [39].

Simulation tests have been run under two protocol architectures: the Flow Network and

TCP/IP with Slow-Start enhancement. For brevity, in the rest of this document we will use the

term TCP-SS to stand for the latter. A brief description of the Slow-Start algorithm is given

below for readers who are not familiar with it. In simulating TCP-SS, we focus on common

issues related to window mechanism and end control, rather than specific details of TCP/IP, in

order to draw conclusions that are applicable to other protocols with window mechanisms and

end control.

TCP/IP with Slow-Start

Because TCP runs on top of IP, a datagram protocol that provides no feedback informatiol

about the network status, early implementations of TCP naturally took a fixed window size

(specified by the data receiving end) as default for all connections. The idea of Slow-Start was

first suggested by Nagle,2 and further developed and implemented by Jacobson [25]. A dynam-
ically adjusted congestion control window is added to TCP, which uses the acknowledgment

return and the retransmission timer as input signals.

2in TCP/IP mail exchange.
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As the name suggests, each TCP-SS connection starts with a control window size of one

maximum-size packet, and opens the control window gradually upon receiving acknowledg-

ments. The window used to regulate data transmission is min(receiver window, control win-

dow). Data losses, which are approximated by retransmission timeouts, are used as a congestion

signal. upon which the control window closes down to one maximum-size packet, then reopens

again as acknowledgments return. To reduce throughput losses during the period of small

control window size, the window opening is divided to exponential opening phase and linear

opening phase. See [25] for more details.

TCP-SS also uses a mechanism of fast-retransmit to quickly recover random single-packet

losses. When the transmitter receives a number of acknowledgments that all acknowledge the

same data sequence number, it assumes that the segment after the acknowledged number is lost,

and retransmits the missing segment immediately without waiting for retransmission timeout.

TCP-SS has shown a significant performance improvement over previous TCP/IP imple-

mentations. 3

4.3.2 Network Modeling

There are a number of factors in building a network model: topology, users' data generation

model, and flow initiation model.

Network Topology

We chose a simple network topology model to be used in simulation. It has four switches in

a row and connects 10 hosts (see Figure 4-2). Each link is a duplex communication channel

(below we use the words link and channel interchangeably). All the links are assumed error-free.

The links from hosts to the attached switch have a bandwidth of 10 Mbps, and a propagation

delay of 1 msec. The three switch-to-switch links have the same bandwidth of 400 Kbps and

propagation delay of 5 msec. 4 All the four switches have a moderate buffer pool size of 100

packets. The switches are assumed to have adequate capacity to process incoming packets from

all attached links.

'A number of 'FCP users reported throughput improvement by a factor of 2 - 5 in TCP/IP mail
comminications.

4The propagation speed of light on fiber is about 200,000 km/sec. A coast-to-coast span is 4000 km, with a
propagation delay of 20 msec.
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The path lengths of flows vary from two to four switch hops (i.e. crossing one to three

switch-to-switch links). We want to see whether the path length difference, hence the RTT

difference, affects users' throughput.

Data Generator Model

Data generation of a given application is an application-dependent random process. Because the

packet switching network is to serve multiple current and potential applications, a universally

accurate model does not exist. This is the most difficult part to model.

Most previous network performance studies, both analytical work and simulation, use the

Poisson arrival model as the data generation model. There exist various speculations, however,

that use of the Poisson model may not result in a realistic performance estimate. In [26], Jain

and Routhier presented a packet train model based on their traffic measurement. We chose to

use this train model for our data generation.

Modeling each packet as a railroad car, a group of packets following one another closely is

modeled as a train. The generation process of a packet train model can be fully described by

three parameters: train length, inter-train gap, and inter-packet gap (see Figure 4-1). Packet

trains fit into a Markov chain model of two states; it is one step forward from the Poisson

arrival model. Many applications can be coarsely modeled by a Markov chain (probably with

more states).

Markov chain model

inter-train gap

n n--o n nn n nbuyil
train length r

inter-packet gap

Figure 4-1: Packet train model.

Constant rate, Poisson arrival, or bursty traffic can all be considered special cases of the

train model. A constant flow has the inter-packet and inter-train gap to be the same constant

value. A Poisson source has a train length cf one and an exponential inter-train gap. A bursty

data source may have a minimal inter-packet gap.
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In simulation tests, the train length is modeled as a geometrically distributed random vari-

able. The inter-train gap is modeled as an exponentially distributed random variable. The

inter-packet gap is determined by the protocols. The Flow Protocol sets the burstiness degree
to 2, i.e. the inter-packet gap is TCP-SS uses a window flow control. When the

2xAverage Rate"

window is open, the inter-packet gap is determined by the packet processing time;5 otherwise

the gap is lengthened by waiting for acknowledgment returns.

Several tests with Poisson data model were also conducted for comparison purpose. The

results, some of which will be presented later, show that Poisson data sources lead to a smaller

end-to-end delay deviation than packet train sources. Using the packet train model in testing

stretches the performance of the network, demonstrating enhanced robustness of the Flow

Network for a wider range of data generation patterns.

Misbehaving Data Sources

As a measure of robustness, a network control algorithm must be prepared to handle users who

do not obey the control rules. We call them misbehaving users. This group does not include

malicious users who attack purposely.

The simulated model of misbehaving users in the Flow Network is a data source that trans-

mits faster than the specified rate and does not respond to network control. Such users are

likely to be found in large networks.

Misbehaving users in the simulated TCP/IP network are connections that use a Go-Back-N

retransmission strategy (i.e. when the retransmission timer goes off, all unacknowledged data

is retransmitted) instead of executing the Slow-Start algorithm. This is a rather mild form of

misbehavior. In fact, the Go-Back-N retransmission strategy may well be considered legitimate.

An early TCP implementation, BSD UNIX-4.2, works exactly that way.

Connection Dynamics

Simulation tests start wich a fixed set of homogeneous connections, to observe the effectiveness

of rate control in a stable state. In more advanced tests, flows are also dynamically created

to see how well the Flow Network performs in a dynamic environment. New transmission

requests are generated as a Poisson process, and the duration is exponentially distributed. The

'The processing time is set to 0.1 msec in simulation.
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source-destination hosts of each new flow is randomly selected from a given set of host pairs.

Because our focus is on how well the network can serve diverse applications, the service

specification of dynamically created flows is also randomly selected from a given set. Users

throughput requests are from a low of 10 Kbps to a high of 200 Kbps. We hope to gain

understanding of the effects of multiplexing highly diverse data sources.

4.3.3 Performance Measure

Three basic criteria are used in the evaluation of overall performance:

1. The average throughput and delay of individual flows/connections.

2. The channel utilization and packet queue distribution at switches, to examine the system
stability.

3. The fairness in service by comparing the user requested throughput with the throughput
actually achieved.

In addition, the robustness of the system service is measured by how well it can keep user

performance intact in the presence of misbehaving users.

4.3.4 Test Planning

In summary, the following alternatives are used in the test:

" protocol: the Flow Network, TCP-E ", TCP-SS enhanced with Random-Drop.

* data source: homogeneous, diverse, misbehaving users.

" connection: fixed, dynamic.

We divided the simulation tests into two parts. In the first part, a comparative evaluation, the

following tests were performed:

1. Flow Network

(a) Homogeneous flows.

(b) Flows with diverse throughput rates.

(c) The presence of misbehaving users.

2. TCP/IP with Slow-Start

(a) Homogeneous connections.

(b) Connections with diverse throughput rates.

(c) The presence of misbehaving users.

3. TCP/IP with Slow-Start and Random-Drop mechanism
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(a) Universally well-behaved users.
(b) 'The presence of misbehaving users.

(c) Starting Random-Drop before packet buffers filled.

The results from the above tests are presented in the next section.

In the jscoind part of the simulation tests, we performed the following more advanced tests

on the Flow Network.

I. Flows without the constraint of the user behavior envelope, to observe the effect of the
end-poi-' noving-average control on transmission delay.

2. Flows using different data generation models (constant rate, Poisson arrival, and packet
train), to observe the relation between the data generation variation and the transmission
delay variation.

:3. Flows that are assigned different priorities in packet transmission, to identify the effec-
tiveness of priority in reducing queueing delay.

4. Flows mixed with short transfers, to see how well a Flow Network can serve short transfer
users.

5. Dynamically created flows, to see how well the Flow Network can handle dynamic traffic
load.

6. Finally, flows running on a more complex topology (shown in Figure 4-19), to see how
well the Flow Network handles the heterogeneity in links' bandwidths and delays.

The results from these tests will be presented in Section 4.5.

We did not perform confidence interval analysis on the simulation results. Our primary goal

in these tests is to get a qualitative estimate about the performance of the Flow Network and to

investigate the effects of various control parameters, rather than to get an accurate quantitative

measure of the performance. We did run each test for a sufficiently long time and repeated

each a number of times; all the runs showed consistent results.

4.4 Comparative Evaluation

Identical parameters of the data generator are used in the comparative runs. All data packets

have a constant size of 250 bytes, and all FCP packets in the Flow Network and acknowledgment

packets in TCP-SS have a size of 50 bytes. Network performance is measured by the channel

utilization, packet queue distribution, and the fairness in service. User performance is measured

by the average throughput and the end-to-end queueing delay. Because TCP-SS provides a

reliale transmisiion service, all the flows in the Flow Network tests also have the reliability

flag turned on, to provide a fair comparison.
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4.4.1 Performance of the Flow Network

Flows with Same Throughput Requirement

The results presented here are from a simulation run with the following model (see Figure 4-2):

there are 60 fixed flows, each generates data by the packet-train model with a mean of 10

packets/sec (20 IKbps) and requests an average throughput of 10 packets/sec. Flows 1 , 24

have a path of 1-hop, flows 25 - 48 2-hop, and flows 49 - 60 3-hop.

The goal of this test is to demonstrate the performance of the Flow Network under heavy

load, i.e. all the switch-to-switch channels running with the utilization = Ucapacsty. In this test,

all the flows use the network selected bound of the average interval, 4 seconds.6 The channel

utilization control parameter Ucarcty is set to 90%. There are 18 flows on each channel. The

test simulated a 10 minute run of the real system. Later we will refer to this test as Test-FP-One.

The measurement statistics of two switch channels are given below as a sample of the network

performance. The channel utilization is averaged over every 100 msec period. The queue length

measures the number of packets in che queue, including the one under transmission; "99-tile"

means 99th percentile of the queue length samples. The effective throughput is the number

of packets delivered successfully from end to end. The loss is per switch. Due to memory

limitation, it is impossible to log queueing data for all the channels.

Measurement statistics with homogeneous flows

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward Loss ID mean dev mean dev 99-tile

2 280066 0 12 0.86 0.11 2.64 1.8 10

3 280367 0 12 0.86 0.11 2.61 1.7 9

Effective throughput: 584 packets/sec

Total loss: 0

A time-history graph of the packet queue in front of Channel-12 at Switch-2 queue over 1

minute running time is also attached (Figure 4-3).

The average throughput and end-to-end queueing delay of the 60 flows are shown in Figure 4-

4. Dividing the 60 flows into three path-length groups, we also computed the average throughput

'AIR = (C x Channel bandwidth x RTT). Here the bandwidth is 400 Kbps, a loose RTT estimate is set to
0.2 second, and C is set to 1, so AIR - 80 Kbits = 40 packets, and A[ = AIR / AR = 4 seconds. I have done
tests with smaller AI values (I sec and 2 sec) which result in shorter queues at switches and lower end-to-end
delays, but also a lower average throughput.
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Figure 4-2: Topology and connections used for comparative simulation.
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Figure 4-3: One minute sample of the packet queue of Switch-2, channel- 12 (Flow Network).
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and the average queueing delay of each group below. Here the queueing delay is the waiting

time each packet experienced in the queue(s), excluding its own transmission time. The hop

count of the flow is the number of the switch-to-switch channel(s) it crosses. Those channels

are the bottleneck points in the network.

Average Throughput (packets/sec) Average Queueing Delay (msec)

1-hop flow 9.59 7.76

2-hop flow 9.58 14.58

3-hop flow 9.62 22.37

Notice that the actual average throughput is slightly (about , 4%) lower than the requested

value, due to the moving-average control that we discussed in Chapter 3; so is the actual channel

utilization as compared to the control value U,.padt,. Converting the packet waiting time to the

queue length, because it takes 5 msec to transmit a 250-byte packets over a 400 Kbps channel,

the average waiting time agrees with the average queue length shown above (the queue length

counts the packet being transmitted as well).

Summarizing the test results, we see that:

" The network meets the flows average throughput requirement.

" The average queueing delay is low (as a point of reference, an M/D/1 queue's average
length under the same utilization would be around 4 packets, or the average waiting time
15 msec).

* The network load is stable (as shown by the queue graph) and congestion free.

" The network provides a fair service, independent of flows' path lengths.

Flows with Diverse Throughput Requirements

The test condition here is changed to flows with different throughput requirements, as given

below.

Diverse Throughput Rate of Flows (packets/sec)

Throughput Flow ID

50 1, 18, 35

30 8, 25, 36

20 3, 12, 20, 29, 37

10 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32

5 16, 17, 33, 34
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Figure 4-4: The average throughput and end-to-end queueing delay of flows.
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Among the total of 37 flows, 1 , 17 are 1-hop flows, 18 , 34 are 2-hop flows, and the rest

3-hop. All the other conditions are the same as in the last test. The test simulated a 10 minute

run of the real system and the results are presented in the same way as before.

Measurement statistics with diverse throughput flows

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward Loss ID mean dev mean dev 99-tile

2 268138 0 12 0.81 0.14 2.29 1.41 8

3 268748 0 12 0.82 0.12 2.34 1.60 9

Effective throughput: 564 packets/sec

Total loss: 0

Again, we show the average throughput and queueing delay of the flows by the path length

groups.

Flow performance with diverse throughput rate

Average Throughput(pkts/sec) Average Queueing Delay(msec)

Desired rate 50 30 20 10 5 50 30 20 10 5

1-hop 48.2 29.0 19.3 9.6 4.7 5.6 4.2 5.2 10.8 12.3

2-hop 48.3 28.8 19.0 9.6 4.9 8.5 8.3 7.8 17.6 21.3

3-hop 47.8 29.0 19.4 9.5 8.0 10.7

The above results show that the Flow Network satisfies the users with their expected

throughput; different path lengths show no effect. The different throughput rates do have

certain effect on the average queueing delay though: low throughput flows seem to experience

a higher queueing delay. This is because their VirtualClocks tick by bigger steps, one packet

arrival may advance the VirtualClock so much that the next packet has to wait to let one or

more packets from high-speed flows, which arrived in burst, pass by first.

Flow Performance in the Presence of Misbehaving users

Here the test condition is changed back to the original 60 flows, except that every 6th flow is

now a misbehaving user: it sends at a speed of 5 times the specified rate, and does not listen

to network control commands. The test simulated a 5 minute run of the real system.
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Measurement statistics in the presence of misbehaving users

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward Loss ID mean mean dev 99-tile

2 163807 9948 12 1.0 47.4 7.65 65

3 163881 9989 12 1.0

Effective throughput: 680 packets/se.

Total loss: 47106 packets (all from misbehaving users)

Throughput and delay of flows in the presence of misbehaving users

Average Throughput (packets/sec) Average Queueing Delay (msec)

1-hop flow 9.59 8.33

2-hop flow 9.64 14.82

3-hop flow 9.65 16.36

ca
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Figure 4-5: Flow throughput with misbehaving users.

Figure 4-5 gives a graphic show of the average throughput of all the flows.
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Recall from Appendix-3A that when a switch runs out of buffer space, it drops the last

packet from the longest queue; and that after a switch has sent a number of control commands

to a misbehaving flow but observed no change of the fliow's behavior, it will erase the flow from

its flow table. In this test, because the n.sbehaving flows sent much too fast, their packets were

put at the end of the queues; and because they did not listen to the control commands, they

were quickly erased from the switches' flow tables. Further packets from these erased flow were

treated as from unknown users and received the lowest priority in handling.

The test results show that normal flows are well protected from the few misbehaving users.

They received the same throughput as in Test-FP-One, no one lost a single packet, even though

the misbehaving users drove the channel utilization to 100%. Also notice that the queueing

delay of the flows remains about the same as before; the 3-hop flows even receive a lower

queueing delay. This is because the switches deleted the misbehaving flows, making regular

flows see a lower utilization than in Test-FP-One.

4.4.2 TCP-SS Performance

Tests on TCP-SS were performed by repeating the same simulation runs as we did for the Flow

Network, but with each flow replaced by a TCP connection. The same packet-train model

and parameters were used in data generation unless otherwise specified. The receiver window

size of each TCP connection was set to 10 packets except in the simulation run with diverse

connection throughput, where the receiver window size was adjusted according to the desired

throughput value.

TCP-SS with Homogeneous Connections

The goal of this test is to see how well TCP-SS can perform under the same traffic load as that

in Test-FP-One. Data packets in the two tests were generated at exactly the same rate. The

actual load here, however, was higher, because of the overhead of acknowledgment packets and

the retransmissions needed to recover lost data packets.

The results of a 10-minute simulation run are presented in the same way as for the Flow

Network. Below is the measured statistics; a one-minute channel queue sample is shown in

Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: One minute sample of the packet queue of Switch-2, channel-12 (TCP/IP with

Slow-Start)
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Measurement statistics with homogeneous TCP connections

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward Loss ID mean dev mean dev 99-tile

2 266945 5198 12 0.93 0.15 23.77 18.58 75

3 267397 4290 12 0.96 0.11 33.14 22.08 86

Effective throughput: 545 packets/sec

Total losses: 16135 packets(data packets 10728, the rest are acks)

Total retransmissions: 16373 packets

The performance of individual connections are summarized below. The average throughput,

average queueing delay, packet losses, and retransmissions are shown in the three path length

groups. A graph of the throughput, losses, and retransmissions of each connection is also

attached (see Figure 4-7).

TCP Connection Performance

Ave Throughput(pkt/sec) Ave Queueing Delay(msec) Loss(pkt) Retrans(pkt)

1-hop 9.93 135.6 180 241

2-hop 9.24 219.6 178 272

3-hop 6.28 304.1 183 337

The measurement data and graphs suggest serious performance problems. We discuss them

one by one.

Oscillating behavior of the network load. This phenomenon deserves special attention.

When a switch is congested, packets from multiple connections may get lost. During the time

that all the affected connections wait for a retransmission timeout, the network becomes empty.

Because losses are synchronized by congestion, the timing of retransmission and the phase of

the window close and reopen of individual connections are highly synchronized. As mentioned

earlier, this is an example of control synchronization phenomena (end-point control in this case)

discussed in Chapter 3. It results in high queueing delay variations and packet losses at peaks

of the load resonance.

It is worth pointing out that the queueing behavior shown in Figure 4-6 is not the worst

oscillation observed. Oscillation becomes worse when users have such a high transmission

demand that packet transmission is limited only by the window flow control. We emulated

such high demand with an infinite data source model where each connection always has data
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ready to send, as is often the case in the ARPA Internet where the dominant load comes from

large quantity data transfers. Figure 4-8 shows a packet queue sample with the infinite data

source model.
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Figure 4-8: A 20-second sample of packet queue of Switch-2, channel-12 (TCP-SS with infinite
data source)

Long queueing delays. This is the consequence of the packet queueing inside the network.

Since window flow control tends to drive the network into full utilization, queueing delay is

necessarily high. Slow-Start does not change this intrinsic feature of window flow control.

Packet losses. This is a consequence of the excessive utilization. Packets get accumulated

in the network and create a high demand for buffer space; when the buffers overflow, packets

are lobt. As a comparison, Flow Protocol constrains data sources not to send faster than the

bottleneck point can forward, and thus packets never accumulate inside the network, even at

bottleneck points.

Unfair throughput due to path lengths. Connections 49 ,- 60, which have a longer

path than others, have a lower average throughput as well. This difference is because, after
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a period of congestion, connections with a shorter path can reopen the control window more

quickly than those with a longer path. The throughput of 1-hop connections was not much

higher than that of the 2-hop connections merely because their throughput was determined

by the data generation rate - no connection generated more than 10 packets per second on

average.

We argued in Chapter 2 that, because of the differences in connections' response time, it

is difficult to achieve a fair service with an end-point control. Although the service unfairness

in this particular test does not seem to be significant - due to the special test condition - it

is indeed a serious problem with TCP-SS in general. The unfairness is evidenced by repeating

the simulation test with a different data generator: each connection is given an infinite amount

of data to send, and the transmission is only limited by the window mechanism. Below is the

connection throughput measured from the test; a graphic presentation is given in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: The average throughput of TCP connections with infinite data model.
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TCP connection performance with infinite data source

Ave Throughput(pkt/sec) Loss(pkt) Retrans.(pkts) Retrans/loss

1-hop 12.0 494 624 1.26

2-hop 10.3 302 422 1.40

3-hop 3.4 215 403 1.87

We see that, although shorter-path connections have higher packet losses, their throughput is

still higher because they recover losses more quickly; and their retransmission to loss ratio is

lower because their round-trip-time has smaller variance and hence their retransmission timer

makes fewer false alarms.

Compared to earlier TCP implementations, TCP-SS has significantly improved certain as-

pects of the performance measure. Superfluous retransmissions, which used to be a serious

problem with earlier TCP implementations, are largely eliminated. Being a dynamic window

adjustment algorithm, Slow-Start makes the selection of the original window size less critical to

the connection's performance, as long as it is not too small. We also simulated the older BSD

UNIX 4.3 implementation of TCP/IP which uses a fixed-size flow control window. With test

parameters identical to those used above, Slow-Start reduced the total packet losses by 71%,

and reduced the retransmission to data loss ratio from 2.9 to 1.5 (similar result is observed in

SATNET measurement [11]). Overall, the effective throughput is increased by 26%.

End control, however, can improve performance only to a certain extent. The excessive

queueing delays, the oscillating triffic behavior, and the uneven throughput due to path length

differences that were observed in the UNIX 4.3 simulation showed little improvement in the

TCP-SS simulation.

Once these problems are recognized, it is possible to make improvements with more in-

telligent end control algorithms. F£cr example, one may insert a minimal time gap between

receiving an acknowledgment and sending the next packet, to avoid driving the network to too

high a utilization; or one may try to inject certain randomness into the retransmission timer to

somehow alleviate the oscillating behavior of traffic.

We speculate, however, that such adjustments may not fit well to a wide range of changes

in condition (such as changes in network bandwidths, RTTs, number of users, or even just

different versions of protocol implementations), and the cost might be higher (e.g. requiring

constant feedback signaling by ack returns or other methods) to achieve the same performance

-- if that is ever achievable - as compared to that of network control with a rate mechanism.
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TCP-SS with Diverse Throughput Requirement

The iesults presented below are from a simulation run which was performed under exactly the

same conditions as that in testing the Flow Network with diverse throughput flows, except

that TCP connections were simulated in the place of flows. Data packets were generated at

the same rate in the two tests. The receiver window size of each TCP connection was set to

proportional to its average packet rate, i.e. the window size was 10 if the connection generated

10 packets/sec, 20 if the connection generated 20 packets/sec, and so on.

Measurement statistics with diverse TCP connections

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward loss ID mean dev mean dev 99-tile

2 258924 962 12 0.87 0.22 22.56 21.12 83

3 259846 1252 12 0.93 0.15 27.87 20.92 82

Effective throughput: 549 packets/sec

Total loss: 3797 packets

Average throughput and queueing delay of diverse TCP connections

Throughput (packets/sec) Queueing Delay (msec)

Desired rate 50 30 20 10 5 50 30 20 10 5

1-hop 49.8 30.1 19.9 10.1 5.0 61 56 105 89 122

2-hop 48.7 29.2 19.9 10.2 4.9 134 135 194 159 208

3-hop 28.5 20.1 18.4 192 309 311

The above data show that the 1-hop and 2-hop connections received the desired throughput.

The throughput of high data rate, 3-hop connections, however, looks unacceptable: the con-

nection desiring 50 packets/sec received only a bit above half of that rate, and the connection

desiring 30 packets/second received just 2/3 of it. In this test, although pacKets were generated

by the packet train model at specific average rates, connections often had packets accumulated

at the source when the control window size was smaU; they sent the packets in bursts when

the window opened up. Packet bursts tend to cause temporary congestion and packet losses.

Shorter path connections recovered the losses and reopened the window more quickly, getting

more packets through before the next congestion point.
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TCP-SS With Misbehaving users

The following results are from a simulation run under the same condition as that in testing

homogeneous TCP connections, except that every 6th connection is a misbehaving user. Mis-

behaving users have an infinite amount of data to send and use a Go-Back-N retransmission

strategy. The data generator of good connections was the packet train model with an average

rate of 10 packets per second. The simulation ran for 10 minutes.

Measurement statistics in presence of misbehaving users

Switch Total Packet Channel Utilization Queue Length

ID Forward loss ID mean mean dev 99-tile

2 276450 12889 12 0.93 22.57 17.18 69

3 276224 13010 12 0.95 24.91 17.13 70

Effective throughput: 549 packets/sec

Total loss: 32827 packets

Average throughput of TCP connections in the presence of misbehaving users

Normal Connections Misbehaving Users

Throughput(p/s) Loss(pkt) Retrans(pkt) Throughput Loss Retrans

1-hop 8.85 408 532 20.56 674 1679

2-hop 8.49 231 366 15.50 365 1160

3-hop 3.65 197 375 7.28 419 1344

Figur,- 4-10 shows that the 10 misbehaving users received about twice the throughput of

the regular connections on average. The good connections did not get the desired throughput.

In particular, the 3-hop connections only received one-third of the desired throughput, and

couple of good users (Connections 19 and 47) were almost completely shut out. We would also

like to remind the reader that the so called "misbehaving" users here are merely an earlier

implementation of the same protocol.

4.4.3 Comparison between the Flow Network and TCP-SS

Here we discuss the most noticeable performance differences - queueing delay, throughput,

service fairness, load oscillation, and service vulnerability - between the Flow Network and

TCP-SS that we observed from the above simulation results.
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Figure 4-10: TCP connection throughput in the presence of misbehaving users.

Queueing Delay. The average end-to-end queueing delay in TCP-SS tests is about 10

times the delay experienced by the flows. The Flow Network maintains a proper utilization to

keep queueing delay within a bound.

Throughput. The total throughput of the Flcw Network is not much higher than that of

TCP-SS. We consider, however, that in this case the TCP-SS throughput is no longer a valid

measure of performance, because it is associated with such undesirable long delays.

Fairness. The Flow Network meets flows' desired throughput independent from their path

lengths, but TCP-SS does not. Under heavy load, the throughput of each TCP connection is

sensitive to its path length - the longer the path, the lower the throughput.

Traffic Oscillation. The oscillation in TCP-SS is due to synchronized reactions to con-

gestion. Control synchronization is a common danger in distributed control systems. Chapter

3 proposes randomization as a solution.
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Because the only input to the Slow-Start algorithm is observations from the network, how-

ever, it is difficult for the connections to tell which are comm.only observed events (so that

randomization in reaction is needed) and which are specific signals to individual connections

(so that reactions should be prompt). For instance, when its retransmission timer goes off, a

TCP connection cannot tell whether it is due to congestion, which belongs to the first cate-

gory, or due to random transmission errors, which belongs to the second. Therefore, it seems

particularly difficult to overcome synchronized control actions in this case.7

Service Vulnerability. The service vulnerability in TCP-SS is due to the network's lack

of discrimination against misbehaving users, which in turn is a result of the network being a

stateless system.

Simulation of TCP-SS also exposed its other drawbacks. First, as a by-product of the TCP

window mechanism, acknowledgment packets double the total number of packets traversiig the

network, thus doubling the demand on the switch processing speed.

Secondly, from the trace of the control window size of a 3-hop TCP connection and the

corresponding transmission behavior shown in Figure 4-11, we see that the connection's control

window keeps repeating the cycle of creeping up until it encounters congestion and then closing

down. As a result. the connection's sending rate is also constantly changing with the control

window size, enforcing a transmission pattern that would be unacceptable to many real-time

applications.

4.4.4 Random-Drop as a Stateless Congestion Control Algorithm

Four simulation tests were performed to examine the effectiveness of Random-Drop in a TCP/IP

environment. We wanted to see if Random-Drop can prevent misbehaving users from receiving

a higher effective throughput than other connections.

In the four simulation tests, all TOIP connections are assumed to have an infinite amount of

data to send; and when a switch decides to drop a packet, it picks a random one from a packet

queue that is the longest o:ue among all the packet queues in front of its output channels. Each

test simulated a 10 minute run of the real system.

'Look at the queue oscillation example again: it seems impossible to eliminate synchronized packet losses
dte tc congestion. As a resu!t, connections' wait for retransmission timeout will always be synchronized. So
th- solution is to eliminate congestion. Congestion, in turn, is the result of aggressive probing, the information
a(quisition tool used by Slow-Start - a connection does not know whether the maximum affordable throughput

has been reached until it observes packet losses.
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In the first test, all the connections perform normally, and a switch randomly drops a waiting

packet when it has no more buffer space for a newly arrived one. The second test is the same

as the first one, except that when the switch buffer becomes 50% full, the switch may randomly

drop a waiting packet with a probability of 0.02 upon a new arrival. The third and fourth tests

are repetitions of the first and the second, respectively, except that every 6th connection is a

misbehaving user.

It was speculated that, by starting dropping packets earlier with a 3mall probability, only

a sub-group of the connections - most likely, those sending faster - would be forced to stop

to wait for a rEtransmission timeout. Therefore, misbehaving users would probably lose more

packets and be stopped more often, taking less advantage of others.

The effective throughput of all the connections of the four tests is shown in Figures 4-12

and 4-13. These results illustrate four points:

1. The results from the first two tests suggest that, even when all connections behave cor-
Aectly, Random-Drop provides no noticeable improvement on uneven throughput caused
by uneven path lengths.

2. The last two tests show that Random-Drop failed to prevent misbehaving users from
taking an unfair share of network resources. Despite the fact that the misbehaving con-
nections received higher losses than the connections performing Slow-Start (the losses are
not shown), the Go-Back-N retransmission strategy allows them to recover losses quickly
while Slow-Start connections are backing up their control window size.

3. The second and fourth tests failed to show any noticeable improvement by starting
Random-Drop early, as had been speculated.

4. Comparing the throughput of Connections 6, 12, 18, 24, ... , and 60 in the first test with
that in the third and fourth tests, we see that a connection does get a higher throughput
by not obeying the Slow-Start flow control rules.

It was also observed during the simulation run that Random-Drop did not improve the oscil-

lating behavior of the load.

Close obser,;Ation of the simulation run explains why starting Random-Drop early did not

bring performance improvement. It turned out that, much like an object with a large mass in

motion, the "inertia" of the network traffic is so big that even long after the switch enters the

dropping region, packets keep coming at the same speed as if there were no dropping, resulting

in most connections, including well-behaved ones, getting packet lost.

The traffic "inertia" can be explained by the operation of window flow control. Suppose

that Ihe Nth packet of connection C is lost. C does not stop until the (N + W - 1)th packet

is sent, where W is the window size (assuming the other direction of the path is not blocked
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Figure 4-12: TCP-SS connection throughput with random drop (all good users).
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so that all the acknowledgments returned successfully). The "inertia" of one connection is its

window size, and the inertia of the network load can be computed from the number of active

connections and the window size of each. According to this analysis, when a switch detects

overload and starts random dropping, the probability of making a drop has to be extremely

small to avoid hurting the majority of connections during a rather long period when the traffic

is still in the original "motion". The buffer space also has to be large enough to avoid overflow

during this period.

Random-Drop would be ineffective even if end users perform a rate-based flow control

instead of the end-to-end window flow control used in the above tests. If we assume a simple

case of every user sending at a constant rate, Ri, every packet has the same probability, P, of

being dropped, and the throughput of a user would be (1 - P)R,.. That is, whoever sending at

a higher rate would get more packets through.

4.4.5 Summary

One cannot conclude, by simulation results alane, that long and varying queueing delays, service

unfairness, and system instability are intrinsic to end-point control mechanisms (because one

can never exhaust all possible adjustments to prove none of them works). The above simulation

results and discussions, however, suggest that this may indeed be the case.

4.5 More Tests on the Flow Network

This section presents the results from more advanced simulation tests conducted on the Flow

Network. Our focus will be on latency control, the performance of short transfers, the stability

of network control with dynamic load, and the effect of heterogeneous network channels.

4.5.1 Latency Control

Below we discuss the roles and effects of various control mechanisms, moving-average, Virtu-

alClock, priority, and channel utilization on network latency. We will also discuss the issue of

phase-locking.
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Effect of the User Behavior Envelope

The original motivation for enforcing a user behavior envelope (implemented as a moving-

average control at the data source) is to eliminate excessive burstiness. As a positive side-effect,

we observed in simulation that the moving-average control also cuts off peaks (i.e. periods with

intensive new data) in data generation, thereby helping depress occasional queueing delay peaks.

As a comparison, another simulation run was performed with the moving-average control

turned off (Test-NoMA). The test condition is the same as that in Test-FP-One but with the

last two flows removed in order to keep the channel utilization at the same level with Test-FP-

One. Attached is a graph of a 1-minute sample of a channel packet queue (Figure 4-14); the

reader may compare this graph with Figure 4-3, the one from Test-FP-One with the moving-

average control. The measurement statistics of Test-NoMA are given below, together with that

of Test-FP-One for a comparison.

Channel queue measurement with/without M.A. control

with M.A. without M.A.

Switch Channel Utilization Queue Length Utilization Queue Length

ID ID mean dev mean dev 99-tile mean dev mean dev 99-tile

2 12 0.86 0.11 2.64 1.8 10 0.85 0.15 3.73 3.90 19

3 12 0.86 0.11 2.61 1.7 9 0.86 0.15 4.37 5.03 25

From the difference in the channel queue distribution, it should be expected that the end-

to-end delay in the two simulation tests would be different as well. Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show

two samples of the end-to-end queueing delay of two flow pairs: the first one in each pair is

from Test-NoMA; the second one from Test-FP-One.

The 99th percentile of the queueing delay of the 3-hop flows is given below (Test-FP-One

has 12 3-hop flows, Test-NoMA has 10 of them), where T is the transmission time of one packet.

The slight difference in utilization is due to the difficulty of accurately adjusting the average

of statistical load. The 99th percentile of a 3-stage Erlang distribution is given as a reference

point.
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Figure 4-14: A 1-minute sample of packet queues without the moving-average control at flow

sources.
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Figuire 4-15: End-to-end packet queueing delay of 1-hop flows.
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99th percentile of queueing delays of 3-hop flows

Utilization 99-tile 99-tile Dev.

Test-FP-One (with M.A.) 0.86 42T 22T

Test-NoMA (without M.A.) 0.85 160T 89T

Erlang estimate 0.86 54T

The variation in the measurement data is still too high to draw any quantitative relations

between the average interval and the queueing delay distribution. Nevertheless, that all repeated

simulation runs so far have shown consistent results suggests that the moving-average control

indeed reduces the queueing delay variation substantially.

Effect of VirtualClock

The major role of VirtualClock is to meter the average volume of a statistical flow and to build

firewall among flows in statistical multiplexing. It should be made clear that VirtualClock does

not contribute directly to queueing delay reduction. Rather, it helps indirectly through assuring

individual flows their reserved resources.

Queueing Delay with Different Data Generation Patterns Although statistical multi-

plexing absorbs certain randomness and burstiness in individual flows' data transmission, highly

bursty data arrivals still increase queueing delay.

Because of the strict service ordering enforced by the VirtualClock mechanism, simulation

shows that a higher burstiness in a flow's data generation is reflected back to a higher variance

in that flow's transmission delay. To see this, we ran a simulation with three different data

generation models, constant rate, Poisson arrival, and packet-train. The packet-train model

has the highest burstiness among the three. The test condition is the same as that in Test-

FP-One except that the last four flows were removed to lower the channel utilization 8 (the

measured utilization is 78%), and that for flows I , 48, the data generation model is changed

to two constant-rate, two Poisson arrival, and two packet-train in a repeated pattern. Flows 49

.56 repeat the pattern of one constant-rate, one Poisson, and two packet train. The average

and deviation of the queueing delays of the flows is shown in Figure 4-17. The numerical values

are presented below.

'Experiments show that when the utilization is high, say above 80%, the difference of the queueing delay

among different data source models gradually diminishes.
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Queueing delay statistics of diverse data patterns

Average Delay (msec) Delay Deviation

1-hop 2-hop 3-hop 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop

Constant rate 1.76 4.50 5.57 1.58 3.40 4.09

Poisson arrival 4.55 8.37 11.40 6.44 9.74 11.15

Packet train 6.49 10.47 15.25 9.50 12.17 15.49

The flows with the train data generation received the highest variance in transmission delay.

It seems fair to let bursty data sources bear the result of their own behavior. In particular,

notice that the flows with the Poisson arrival model have both a lower average delay and a

smaller deviation than the flows with the packet-train model.

Effect of Priority

In principle, high priority flows may enjoy a low utilization as if low priority traffic did not

exist. Without pre-emption, however, low priority traffic does have an effect on the delay of

high priority flows: on average the latter will experience a half packet delay from the former at

each non-idle queue.

Real-time applications, which require a transmission latency bound, may make up a large

portion of the total network traffic in the near future. Therefore we are interested in identifying

the effect of priority in queueing delay reduction when a large portion of the load may desire

a high transmission priority. For this purpose, we ran another simulation test with the same

condition as Test-FP-One, except that, in each path length group, half of the flows were given

a higher priority than the other half. The average queueing delay of the flows are summarized

below. Comparing with the results from Test-FP-One, the priority flows received a factor of

2.5 - 3 reduution in the average queueing delay.

Average Queueing Delay (msec)

utilization 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop

Priority flow (50% of load) 0.86 2.97 5.93 8.88

Non-priority flow (50% of load) 13.33 23.78 33.57

Test-FP-One 0.86 7.76 14.58 22.37

To get a qualitative estimate from an analytical model, we consider the average waiting
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time of an M/G/1 queue, W, (see [31, pp.143)

-'V 
R

1- p

where p is the channel utilization, and R the mean residual service time. If the traffic is divided

into two different priority classes, the average waiting time in queue for each class is given by

(see (3], pp.160)
RR

PV 1 - = (1 - p R1 - Pi - P2)

where p, is the channel utilization for priority i. Priority-1 users have a queueing delay reduction

by a factor of

C' Wi -(4.1)

Substituting p by 86% and p, by p/2, respectively, we get a 2 4, roughly in agreement with

the simulation results. If we substitute p by some other values, p = 0.80 would lead to a = 3,

and p = 0.90 would give a a value of 5.5.

In a low bandwidth and high utilization environment, a priority mechanism may give a

significant queueing delay reduction measured in time. For instance, assuming an average queue

length of 5, for a channel bandwidth of 50 Kbps and a packet size of 250 bytes, transmission

time of one packet is T = 40 msec. A factor of 5 reduction brings the average queueing delay

down from 200 msec to 40 msec. But if the channel bandwidth is 1 Gbps, T will be 2 Jsec, and a

factor of 5 reduction is only 8 Asec. The effect of a priority mechanism in reducing transmission

delay is much less significant in high-speed networks. It might be a different story, however, if

only a small percentage of the load is given priority.

Effect of Channel Utilization

Under statistical multiplexing, the channel utilization has a major impact on the packet queue-

inig delay. Under the given packet train model, we would like to get some empirical measure on

how the queueing delay varies with the channel utilization.

We performed four simulation runs, each with a different channel utilization, to observe the

relation between the utilization and the queueing delay. The average and the 99th percentile

of the queueing delay of the flows are summarized below, together with the result from Test-

FP-One (the last line in the table).
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Average queueing delay under different channel utilization

Channel 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop

Utilization Delay(msec) 99-tile Delay(msec) 99-tile Delay(msec) 99-tile

0.67 3.20 25.3 4.98 31.6 7.18 38.1

0.72 3.69 28.8 6.29 38.9 9.35 49.9

0.77 4.54 35.4 7.52 48.4 11.98 68.8

0.82 6.08 51.7 9.69 68.8 15.16 101.6

0.86 7.76 86.1 14.58 151.5 22.37 209.8

Whzn the utilization increased from 67% to 77%, the average delay was increased by about 50%.

But when the utilization increased from 77% to 86%, the average delay was nearly doubled.

Also notice that at high utilization, the 99th percentile of the queueing delay increased much

faster than the average, suggesting that adjusting the channel utilization can be an effective

measure to meet latency bound requirements.

Phase-Locking

Recall that with the packet-train model, packets in one burst are transmitted with a constant

burst rate. It is conceivable that some packets in a long burst may momentarily get phase-

locked with packets from other flows. The moving-average control at flow sources may also

cause phase-locking.

Transient phase-locking was observed indirectly from end-to-end packet delay samples. Fig-

ure 4-18 shows a 20-second sample of the end-to-end packet delay of a 1-hop flow in Test-

FP-One. The narrow flat areas on the curve indicate that more than one packet experienced

exactly the same transmission delay. If this delay is longer than the minimum transmission

time, it implies that the packets experienced exactly the same queueing delay, i.e. the packets

were momentarily phased-locked with packets from other flows.

Phase-locking does not seem to endure or cause significant queueing delay increase. In the

test run of diverse data generation model, one-third of the flows transmitted at constant-rate,

the iost likely condition of getting permanently phase-locked with each other. Nevertheless,

those constant-rate flows received a much lower end-to-end queueing delay, measured in both

average and variation, than other random flows.

"1 here arc many random factors that influence the network traffic (as long as not all users

are transmitting at a constant rate), and we have never observed persistent phase-locking in
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Figure 4-18: Samples of end-to-end packet delay showing transient phase-locking.

simulation.

Summary of Latency Control

Several mechanisms in our control algorithm have an effect on transmission latency; here we

clarify the specific role each one plays:

" The goal of network control, resource reservation and usage enforcement, is to allocate ad-
equate resources to individual flows to assure the service quality. Without this, congestion
may occur and cause data losses.

In addition to preventing congestion, network control can also adjust the utilization to
reduce network queueing delay.

* As a control enforcement, VirtualClock builds firewalls among flows to guarantee the
reserved resources for individual flows.

As a side-effect of the VirtualClock mechanism, burstier flows experience a laxger queueing
delay variance.

" The user behavior envelope constraint, the moving-average control at the flow source, cuts
off peaks in data generation and therefore reduces the long tails in the queueing delay
distribution.

One of the flow throughput parameters, Al, can be adjusted to reduce the queueing delay
variation; the tradeoff is a tighter constraint on the data transmission.
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o A priority mechanism can reduce the average queueing delay for a portion of the load by
some factor a (as given in Equation 4.1).

We expect that the orders of magnitude channel bandwidth increase brought forth by fiber

optics will have the most significant effect on queueing delay reduction. Tight latency bounds

required by many real-time applications, which are difficult or maybe even impossible to achieve

in today's low-speed networks, may be easily met in a high-speed network.

4.5.2 Performance of Short Transfers

As we discussed in Chapter 3, short transfers in a Flow Network are treated as a special flow

and given a low priority. Simulation tests show that the average delay of short transfers is

determined by the network utilization.

In simulation, short transfer req,,ts* are generated as Poisson arrivals, the length of each

request is an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean of 3 packets. The source

and destination address pair is randomly chosen .1-wn all the combinations of the host pairs

that cross at least one switch-to-switch link. All the packets in one short transfer are sent in a

burst (i.e. with zero inter-packet delay). The total volume of short transfers can be adjusted

by the number of requests generated per unit time.

Three simulation runs were performed to examine the performance of short transfers in a

Flow Network. The first one was arranged in the same way as Test-FP-One except that short

transfers were added. The second test was the same as the first one except that flows 57 - 60

were removed to reduce the channel utilization. And the third test was the same as the second

except that the volume of short transfers was increased by a factor of 5. Each test simulated a

10 minute run of the real system.

The measured average queueing delay from the three tests are given below. Uto0 t. is the

measured channel utilization, Ufl,, the utilization by regular flows, and U~hort the utilization

by short transfers. The queueing delay of short transfers is computed from the measured end-

to-end delay by subtracting the transmission and propagation delay of a 2-hop path.
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Average queueing delay of flows and short transfers (in msec)

Utotal Ulow Us hort Normal Flow Short Transfer

i-hop 2-hop 3-hop loss

Test- 1 90% 86% 4% 8.75 15.82 23.11 256.85 0

Test-2 80% 76% 4% 4.42 8.31 13.15 80.07 0

Test-3 95% 76% 19% 5.76 11.94 15.06 462.80 0.3%

We see that when the channel utilization is moderate and the the total volume of short

transfers is low (Test-2), the delay of short transfers is acceptable. When the utilization is

high (Test-i), the delay of short transfers increases sharply. As the volume of short transfers

increases, the network may or may not have enough spare capacity to accommodate them. If

the possible region of the volume of short transfers can be estimated in advance, one can adjust

the control parameter, Ucapacity, to leave adequate resources for short transfers. If such an

estimate is not available, or if some users abuse the Flow-0 for large quantities of data, short

transfers may suffer long delays or even losses.

We also see that regular flows are well isolated from short transfers. When the utilization

approaches 1, there is a slight increase in the flows' queueing delay. This is because the channels

are always busy, and packets from regular flows are delayed by packets from short transfers that

are already under transmission.

4.5.3 Control Stability with Dynamic Load

The Flow Network is also tested under dynamic load (i.e. randomly generated flow requests, as

described in Section 4.3.2). It is rather difficult to quantify the network performance. Averaging

the channel utilization over an entire simulation run becomes meaningless because there are

periods when demand is low.

The strongest claim we can make here is that congestion never occurred; for all the flows

accepted, the network meets their average throughput and delay requirements. In case of

resource shortage, new requests are rejected; the network signals rejected flows when resources

become available. The traffic stability comes from enforcing a reservation control.

4.5.4 Effect of Network Channel Heterogeneity

Now consider the effect of network channel heterogeneity measured in delay and bandwidth. It

causes serious performance difficulties in today's packet switching networks that use the window
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flow control either at the network or at the end-to-end level. Propagation delay variations of

different paths make window size selection difficult. Bandwidth mismatch leads to high demand

for buffer space at bottleneck points, which may result in both long queueing delays and data

losses.

With a transmission rate control, the above problems are largely avoided. Because data

transmissions are regulated by time, the throughput of a flow is no longer sensitive to the RTT

value. With resource reservations, the traffic passing bottleneck points is not allowed to exceed

the capacity. And because the channel bandwidth is one of the parameters used in computing

flows' average interval bound, flows passing a low-speed channel axe constrained by both a low

average rate and a small average interval. The rate-based flow control can maintain roughly

identical packet queue distributions for all the channels; the effect of the channel heterogeneity

is reduced to the transmission, and hence the queueing, delay.

We performed simulation tests over a heterogeneous network topology model as shown in

Figure 4-19. There are 14 switches and 30 heterogeneous links. Two of the links have the

Figure 4-19: A heterogeneous network topology model.

propagation delay of a satellite channel, 250 msec, and the others 5 to 10 msec. Because of

tlhe (omputatior' speed restriction, a moderate bandwidth region from 50 Kbps to 2 Mbps is

chosen.
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Because of the complexity of the topology, tests performed so far are still very preliminary.

One result we can present is that, buffer demands at switches connecting to low-speed channels

are about the same as at other places. The demand on buffer space is mainly a function of

("Icpacit, and the average interval bound, largely independent of the channel bandwidth. Below

is the measurement of two channels over a two minute simulation run. The channels are under

(more or less) the same utilization but with different bandwidths. Figure 4-20 presents the

queueing samples of the two channels.

Channel measurement in a heterogeneous network

Channel Bandwidth Utilization Queue Length

mean dev mean dev 99-tile

12 2 Mbps 0.80 0.06 2.26 1.14 6

14 50 Kbps 0.79 0.32 2.70 1.57 7

4.6 Summary

Simulation results presented in this chapter show that the Flow Network can ensure performance

in the following respects:

1. Congestion is eliminated even in the face of excessive input requests.

2. The network load is stable.

3. Average throughput requirements of flows can be met, even in the presence of misbehaving
users. The service is stable despite dynamic load changes.

4. Average delay requirements can be met with the given data generation model.

Maintaining a proper utilization level is the core of network delay control, which is assured by

our network reservation and rate-based flow control mechanisms. It is difficult for individual

end users to adjust network utilization. It is also difficult to use a window mechanism to control

the utilization, because it tends to drive the network to a full utilization when the demand is

sufficiently high.

In addition to testing the Flow Network design, we also simulated TCP-SS, an end-point

control and window-based protocol architecture. The results show agreement with our earlier

analysis about the drawbacks of end-point control and window mechanisms. A proposed en-

hancement to stateless network control, Random-Drop, was also simulated. The results show
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that, with TCP-SS as the end-to-end protocol, Random-Drop does not prevent misbehaving

users from taking an unfair share of network resources.

Experience shows that simulation is a viable approach to test our design validity. Simulation

has served as an invaluable aid throughout the design and testing process.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this final chapter, we first summarize the contributions of this research to packet switching

network design, and then discuss possible extensions of the results, followed by a list of remaining

work for future study.

5.1 Summary of the Contributions

This dissertation study consists of two major parts: high level design decisions, and the design

of a framework of rate-based traffic control protocols for packet switching networks. The design

was tested through simulation.

5.1.1 Architectural Design Issues

The thesis of this dissertation is a three-fold argument supported by simulation results: packet

switching networks should have performance control built into the network; the network control

should employ rate-based mechanisms; and assurance of service quality should be based on

resource reservation. We also propose a concept of a user behavior envelope that each flow

should obey.

Network Control

The goal of network traffic control is to allocate adequate resources to individual flows to assure

the service quality. The discussion in Chapter 2 concludes that a stateless network may not

bE able to achieve this goal. The simulation results presented in Chapter 4 suggest that when
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a network is unable to discriminate against misbehaving users, it cannot assure a satisfactory

service.

In this thesis, I propose a reservation-based network control system. One concern about

such an approach is service robustness, since network control requires maintaining traffic state

inside the network. Chapter 2 analyzed necessary conditions for a robust system, and concluded

that, if the network has no fate-sharing among switches, it can offer the same, or even higher,

degree of robustness in service than a datagram network, because it can prevent congestion

which often makes a datagram network unusable. This speculation is yet to be verified.

Transmission Rate Control

Network utilization is maintained through controlling the transmission rate over all flows. Rate-

based flow control is a better choice than the conventional window mechanisms, because the

network transmission capacity is measured in rate, because window mechanisms tend to drive

the network into a high utilization, which may lead to high queueing delays, and because the

average transmission rate of a window-controlled flow is determined by (Window/RTT); the

association with the RTT raises difficulties as we already explained in Chapter 2.

One difficulty in packet traffic control has been coping with unknown and bursty traffic load.

We take the approach of first letting users specify the throughput rate and then proposing a

user behavior envelope based on their throughput declaration.

Resource Reservation

The motivation for building a reservation-based control system is to avoid the instability that

can be introduced by feedback control delay. The minimum delay between a change in the

traffic, issuing a control action accordingly, and observing the control effect is a measurement

delay plus one round-trip-time. During this time period, the control and the load are "out-

of-phase". The higher the network speed, the more packets may be transmitted during the

out-of-phase period.

Because of the control delay, it is no longer feasible for high-speed networks to use feedback

control at the data transmission level. The Flow Network enforces resource reservations in order

to assure service quality, and regulates the network load at the reservation level.
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User Interface

We proposed a service specification interface to provide a means for applications to express their

requirements. These service requirements are then interpreted as a user behavior envelope to

constrain data transmissions within the claimed enclosure. Users get to choose and get to obey

whatever they choose as well.

Although the concept of a user behavior envelope was introduced as a solution to the problem

of flow measurmment, we believe it is a mandatory part of rate-based flow control in general.

Because packet switching offers unbounded flexibility to users, a clearly defined user behavior

envelope is needed to counter-balance the flexibility. In fact, window flow control presents a

well defined transmission constraint. Setting constraints on users is a necessary cost, which

ought to be recognized explicitly and loudly. Much work needs to be done on how to design

application protocols that can adjust themselves to the constraints.

5.1.2 A Framework for Rate-Control Network Architecture

This research contributed a framework for a rate-based network control system. There are two

major components in the architecture: a user model, and a network control algorithm.

The user model, the flow, is associated with service quality requirements. A flow threads

through elements of network resources to make the reservation. The claimed service requirement

is also used as its own behavior envelope to constrain the data transmission.

The network enforces a reservation-based traffic control to maintain the utilization, and, by

the VirtualClock mechanism, assures all the running flows the allocated resources.

5.1.3 Technical Issues

This research contributed solutions to a number of problems raised by rate-based flow control.

Rate Control Parameters

This research introduces a new concept, average interval, and uses two parameters, average

rate (AR) and average interval (AI), to describe and control random data flows.

The average interval defines a checking point in flow measurement and sets a bound on

transmission variation. We let each flow make its own AT choice, although the value is necessarily

bounded by the network.
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The burstiness degree (the ratio of peak to average rate) may also be an important parameter

in transmission rate control. A constant value of 2 has been used in our simulation experiments.

The effect of different burstiness values will be addressed in a future study.

As a final remark, the concept of the average interval seems particularly inspiring.

1
< average interval(AI) < flow duration

average rate

Tunivg the value of Al to the left limit, we would get a TDM system; tuning the value to the

right limit (assuming the duration can be known beforehand), we would set no constraint on

the flow's transmission. Al provides us a useful tuning knob between the system constraints

and the service flexibility. Use of Al is a promising direction to be further pursued.

User Behavior Envelope

All control algorithms imply constraints on users. In the Flow Network, such constraints are

communicated to the end user as a user behavior envelope. The Flow Network defines the user

behavior envelope to be the transmission of no more than (AR x Al) data over every average

interval.

In our simulation tests, the user behavior envelope was implemented by a moving-average

algorithm. Depending on the characteristics of individual applications, other means may be

more viable. For example, a bulk data transfer application can easily schedule the data fetch

from the storage at a specific rate, with no further constraint at the transmission point.

VirtualClock Mechanism

An important contribution of this research is the development of the VirtualClock mechanism.

The role of VirtualClock in traffic control is two-fold: it is a meter that measures the average

rate of a statistical flow; it also performs an average-rate enforcement in data forwarding.

Depressing Synchronized Actions in Distributed Control

In the course of testing the Flow Network design, we re-discovered a common issue in distributed

control systems that we call synchronized actions. We explained the cause and suggested using

randomization to reduce synchronization in distributed control.
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5.2 Future Applications of the Results

5.2.1 Assisting Other Network Functions

Network access control and accounting are among the major functions an operational network

needs to provide. Both can be easily added to the Flow Network. Access control can be enforced

as part of flow setup. User identification and authentication information may be added into the

Flow-Request message, which may then be checked by the network. If the request is approved,

an encryption key can be carried in the Request-Reply message back to the flow source; all

packets from this authorized flow can then be authenticated.

After user identity is verified, the network will be able to perform accounting on a per-flow

basis. Because the average rate is not only given but also enforced, the accounting function

needs only to measure the duration of each flow, instead of counting individual packets.

5.2.2 Extendir., 7.ows to Inter-Networking

Here we considc-a now to extend the Flow Network to an internet environment, where a number

of netwv- v are interconnected.

Inter-Connecting Flow Networks

If all the participating networks support the concept of flow, the inter-connection would be easy.

Following the telephone networks' approach, where connections remain unchanged no matter

which level of the network hierarchy a call may go through, flows can be concatenated across

network boundaries. One issue that must be resolved is flow ID assignment, because different

networks may have overlapped flow ID spaces.

Inter-Connecting Heterogeneous Networks

If the networks to be inter-connected have different architectures, including datagram networks

and VC networks, as well as Flow networks, meeting the minimum functionality of passing

packets through would still be easily achievable. At the interface between a Flow Network and

a VC network, a virtual connection can be set up for each flow and vice versa. At the interface

between a Flow Network and a datagram network, packets passing to the datagram network

can be forwarded as independent datagrams. Packets from the datagram network to the flow

network need be identified by certain attributes, such as source and destination addresses, so
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that the Flow Network can, as much as possible, set up flows accordingly, and forward the

rest through Flow-0. Although the flows identified by the source-destination addresses have no

performance specification, they nevertheless allow the network to have a better knowledge of

the traffic than facing individual datagrams.

The throughput and delay assurance of the transmission, however, would not be achievable.

Network performance has to be supported bottom-up. Because neither the datagram network

nor the VC network assures transmission throughput, an inter-connection on top of them cannot

achieve it. The performance of a flow would then largely be up to the network load at the

particular time of transmission.

5.3 Future Research Issues

This dissertation is only an initial attack on rate-controlled packet switching networks; sub-

stantial issues remain to be resolved. A partial list of the issues that can be clearly identified

at this time follows.

5.3.1 Resource Overbooking

When a bursty flow specifies the AR value as its expected average throughput, because of the

constraint of the user behavior envelope, the actual throughput may be lower than the expected

average, hence the resources are overbooked. Such overbooking can become negligible if the

average interval is chosen adequately large, although a large average interval wVould stress the

network in terms of the buffer capacity and queueing delay.

On the other hand, flows may also intentionally overbook resources for a better service.

There may be different views on such intentional overbooking. One view may consider that the

overbooking is legitimate (especially if the user pays for the booked resources) and networks

should be well engineered to satisfy users' requests. Another view may propose to measure the

overbooking and allocate the overbooked resources to other users. VirtualClock can be used

to measure a flow's overbooked resources in the following way: each time a flow is checked,

the switch may record the difference between the real time and the flow's VirtualClock. The

amount of overbooking can be estimated from the sum of the difference over a number of Al

periods. However, it seems risky to take back part of the resources the network has promised

to users.
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How much performance improvement can a flow gain by a slight overbooking? This seems

to be an interesting question to look into.

5.3.2 Latency Control

It is highly desirable to express, either analytically or empirically, the queueing delay as a

function of the average train length, the burstiness degree, and the average interval bound set

by each channel, in order to estimate the packet loss ratio under a given latency bound.

In particular, we would like to first investigate the impact of the burstiness degree on the

packet queue distribution. The main results presented in Chapter 4 were obtained with a

traffic burstiness degree of 2. Secondly, we would like to look into the relation between the

average interval bound and the delay distribution. Finally, we would also like to experiment

with adjusting the channel utilization measurement to maintain a proper queueing delay level,

as discussed in Section 3.7.3.

5.3.3 Control Dynamics

In this thesis, we discussed the delay effect of feedback control. Without the knowledge of

traffic dynamics, our design has carefully avoided dynamic traffic adjustment in favor of control

stability. The next step is to add dynamic traffic adjustment to the Flow Network. In particular,

we would like to be able to increase the service availability to high priority applications by

interrupting or slowing down low priority flows when the network is in momentary resource

shortage.

We would experiment with adjusting the value of the control parameter Ul0o to understand

the relation between maintaining a high utilization and maintaining control stability. In fact

Uo, plays a similar role to the utilization control parameter in the Mosely algorithm, except

that U10,, controls the load at a different level - it controls the dynamic adjustment of flow

reservations, instead of flows' instantaneous transmission rate.

A low U,, value will lead to a stabler control, by trading off the utilization (because now

flows may not be signaled promptly after resources become available). One possible experi-

ment is to combine a high value of Ut,,. with our randomization technique: when the channel

utilization is below U,, the switch may signal rejected flows with a given probability.
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5.3.4 Application Protocol Design

This research proposed two parameters, average rate and average interval, to be used to control

data transmission. Application protocols need be designed accordingly. Given an application,

how does one choose the values of AR and AI, especially Al? In addition, because the maximum

Al value is bounded by the network, how will the application protocol adjust to the constrained

Al value without affecting the user's perceived performance? These questions must be answered

before the proposed control algorithm can be implemented in real networks.

In addition to answering the above question for specific applications, can we provide gen-

eral guidelines to application protocol designs? Much research effort is needed to answer this

question.

5.3.5 Relation with Routing

Finally, the relationship with routing is an important yet difficult issue. This research assumes

the availability of a routing server. When a user wants to transmit, it sends a flow request

along the path provided by the routing servei.

Traffic control and routing interact with each other. Much work has been done in the

area of making routing decisions based on dynamic network load conditions. We feel that the

role of routing and traffic control should be separated into different stages in carrying out a

transmission request. A routing decision is concerned not only with resource availability, but

also with usage policy and accounting issues. Assuming that the network is well engineered,

route selection can be mainly based on topology information (which includes channel bandwidth

and delay features) with adaptivity to network component failures. It may also be feasible to

integrate long term load information, such as different traffic rush hours due to different time

zones, into routing decisions.

The robustness of the Flow Network is also mainly a routing problem. After a switch failure

is detected, the routing service must be able to promptly offer an alternative path, if one exists,

to repair broken flows.

This research is both an end and a start. It presents a framework for a rate-based network

control system. It also brings up more open issues than it resolves. Those issues and experiments

are necessarily left for future study, however, to allow this dissertation to be concluded.
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